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Abstract

Fact and Fiction in Mexican Film: 1970s, 2000s
by
Lily M. Ryan
Advisor: Paul Julian Smith
This dissertation aims to address generic preoccupations between fiction and
documentary film, while also providing a historical analysis of two decades in Mexican
cinema, the 1970s and the 2000s. It looks at nine Mexican fiction films that rely on the
conventions of documentary in both form and content. Whether through a fictionalized
historical recreation, a “mockumentary style,” or a clear interest in the reality of
everyday life, each one of these films plays with the boundaries of documentary and
fiction. While the influence of documentary is quite evident in some, in others, this
influence remains subtle. In my examination of each respective decade, I use
documentary film theory to understand the rhetoric of films that illustrate social
tensions and preoccupations. Though the 1970s are generally considered to be a weak
time for Mexican cinema, both commercially and artistically, this period marks the
emergence of auteur filmmakers—like Felipe Arturo Ripstein and Felipe Cazals—who
have become some of Mexico’s most notable directors. As proven by the work created
by these auteur directors at this time, the 1970s did in fact produce quality films, despite
the perceived weakness of this period. In my dissertation, I will link this decade with
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the 2000s, giving attention to an understudied decade in Mexican filmmaking and
tracing the trajectory of its influence to the effervescence of Mexican cinema three
decades later.
I begin with an analysis of El castillo de la pureza (Arturo Ripstein, 1973), Canoa:
una memoria vergonzosa (Felipe Cazals, 1975), and Las Poquianchis (Felipe Cazals, 1975),
which are auteur films that allude to the violent influence of the Partido Revolucionario
Institucional in both urban and rural Mexico. The second part of this project looks at
Mexican films from the 2000s. While on the one hand, there is a stark contrast between
the two periods I will analyze in this dissertation, on the other, there are several formal
qualities that link these otherwise unrelated decades in Mexican cinema. Though the
lack of attention paid to Mexican film in the 1970s is dissimilar to the surge in critical
and commercial interest in the country’s cinematic production in the new millennium,
in formal and thematic ways, the films and auteurs that I discuss in the first part of this
project are, in fact, related to those examined in the second part. Incidentally, each film
examined in this second section—Temporada de patos (Fernando Eimbcke, 2004), Año uña
(Jonás Cuarón, 2007), Quebranto (Roberto Fiesco, 2013), and Los insólitos peces gato
(Claudia Sainte Luce, 2013)—addresses everyday life in post-PRI Mexico with attention
paid to the family home. Like the films included in the first part of this dissertation,
these fiction films use documentary aesthetics to illustrate quotidian life, except for
Quebranto, which is, despite its elaborately designed mise-en-scène and highly stylized
sequences, classified generically as a documentary. The final chapter connects my two
periods by looking at Museo (Alonso Ruizpalacios, 2018) and Roma (Alfonso Cuarón,
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2018). Both are historical recreations of real events that appeal to twenty-first century
viewers with sophisticated cinematography and editing. In addition to contributing to
an understanding of the growing influence of documentary in Mexico, this project looks
at works that were well received in international festival circuits but had less success in
the Mexican commercial cinema market.
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Introduction

This thesis examines nine Mexican films that demonstrate the interconnectedness
of fiction and documentary filmmaking in the last fifty years of Mexico’s cinematic
history. My analysis relies on the formal aspects of these films, such as camerawork,
mise-en-scène, sound, and editing, as I consider the sociohistorical actuality presented
in each work. The films examined are: El castillo de la pureza (Arturo Ripstein, 1973),
Canoa (Felipe Cazals, 1975), Las Poquianchis (Felipe Cazals, 1975), Temporada de patos
(Fernando Eimbcke, 2003), Año uña (Jonás Cuarón, 2007), Quebranto (Roberto Fiesco,
2013), Los insólitos peces gato (Claudia Sainte-Luce, 2013), Museo (Alonso Ruizpalacios,
2018), and Roma (Alfonso Cuarón, 2018). All of these are fiction features that contain
documentary elements, with the exception of Quebranto, which is a documentary that
inversely features aesthetic details often found in fiction films.
Though this thesis considers the last fifty years of the Mexican film industry, I
restrict my formal analysis to films from the 1970s and the 2000s. Whereas the 1970s are
generally considered to be a weak time for Mexican cinema in which few works of low
quality were produced, this decade is responsible for the emergence of some of
Mexico’s most prolific filmmakers, such as Arturo Ripstein and Felipe Cazals. The
successful careers of these directors are due, in part, to the sexenio of President Luis
Echeverría Álvarez, who invested heavily in cinema in the years following the
tumultuous events of Mexico, 1968. Though the 1970s is an understudied and
underappreciated decade for Mexican cinema, the works that emerged during this time
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were high quality art films that intelligently addressed the web of politics, censorship,
and social turmoil that characterizes these years in Mexican history. This dissertation
links this decade with the 2000s, as it traces the trajectory of its influence to the
effervescence of Mexican cinema three decades later. The turn of the century marks a
monumental time in Mexican history in which the PRI is voted out after seventy-one
years of rule. This coincides with a boom in filmmaking that catapulted Mexican
directors1 into national and international fame. Despite the fact that these two decades
present stark differences within Mexico’s political and cinematic history, my corpus
demonstrates their shared aesthetic and thematic tendencies as they integrate
documentary techniques into fiction works that explore the social preoccupations of
each respective period. My first chapter, which looks at El castillo de la pureza, Canoa,
and Las Poquianchis, addresses the particularities of the 1970s in Mexican film history, as
it identifies the distinct industrial and sociopolitical climate within which these films
(which all happen to deal with shocking incidents of violence) were funded and
distributed post 1968. The last three chapters address films from the early 2000s to the
millennium as I consider how post PRI society is illustrated in Temporada de patos, Año
uña, Quebranto, Los insólitos peces gato, Museo, and Roma. I supplement my formal
analysis of each work with a consideration of how these films fit into larger trends in
the Mexican film industry.

While “the three amigos”—Alfonso Cuarón, Alejandro González Iñárritu, and Guillermo del
Toro—are notable examples of Mexican filmmakers finding fame and collaboration through
international festival circuits, they are part of a much larger group of filmmakers whose festival
circuit presence resulted in the rise of Mexican filmmaking at this time.
1
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Because I am concerned with the formal transgressions of the documentaryfiction boundary that each film makes, my project relies on textual and stylistic analysis
of the these works. I intend to consider the ways in which the resources of cinema—
sound, camerawork, editing, performance style, and production design—are
manipulated in the moments in which the boundary between documentary and fiction
is held in tension or called into question. Studying these formal conventions also allows
me to appreciate the particularities of cinematic storytelling and directs my questions
about the thematic developments that are seen on screen. For these reasons, I dedicate a
large portion of each chapter to close readings of specific sequences in each film. How
can we interpret the micro-details of the film’s text within the context of the film as a
whole? To answer this question, I turn to general film theory. Specialist literature’s
comments on cinematic language will present the theoretical framework that will serve
as the scaffolding of my interpretation of the links between form and content in each
film. Among other critical texts, I use Bill Nichols many publications on documentary
characteristics and I place my formal analysis in dialogue with Nichols’ considerations
of the boundaries and subdivisions of the genre. Because I am looking at two periods
that are separated by thirty years, I take into account the technological advances
available to directors in my approach to each film. While advanced technology certainly
does not equate to a more profound film, because cinema is a medium that depends on
technology, this aspect of the work cannot be neglected. For example, in the case of Año
uña, the material distinctions between cinema and photography are vital to the film, as
it is composed of thousands of still photographs taken on an analog camera.
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Although these films differ greatly in their content and in the ways in which
documentary and fiction dialogue within each respective work, as mentioned earlier,
there are several shared themes among them. As a corpus, they demonstrate an interest
in exploring the contradiction and complexities of Mexican history and society, as they
are exposed through film. The documentary characteristics that they possess enhance
their sociohistorical value, while simultaneously demonstrating the versatility of filmic
techniques across genre. Throughout this thesis, I use documentary film theory as a
means of interpreting the connection to real world events in fiction works. Though
much of my theoretical framework—especially that of veteran documentary critic Bill
Nichols—interprets the category of documentary as an “official” taxonomic
identification reserved for a specific set of films that self-identify as such, my goal is to
prove how this term is malleable and applicable across cinematic genre. I use Nichols’
many theoretical publications on documentary, among other theoreticians, to expand,
alter, refute, and resituate contemporary criticism’s understanding of the distinctions
between fiction and documentary.
As Patricia Aufderheide, author of Documentary Film: A Very Short Introduction
(2007), explains, documentary film is as old as the medium itself. Documentary is
inextricable from fiction film, as the first “movies” were real life scenes, such as those
filmed by the Lumière brothers (1). Aufderheide approximates an answer to the
question “What is a documentary?” by writing:
A simple answer might be: a movie about real life. And that is precisely
the problem; documentaries are about real life; they are not real life. They
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are not even windows onto real life. They are portraits of real life, using
real life as their raw materials, constructed by artists and technicians who
make myriad decisions about what story to tell to whom and for what
purpose. (2)
Her explanation of the relationship between documentary and real life contradicts the
widely held belief that documentaries are snippets of reality captured on screen. John
Grierson, who is often considered to be a founding father of the genre, shares
Aufderheide’s emphasis on the representation inherent in documentary, contending
that documentary is an “artistic representation of actuality” (cited in Aufderheide 3).
Vinicius Spence and Louise Navarro, authors of Crafting Truth: Documentary Form
and Meaning, explicitly point towards the difficulty of documentary classification,
writing “[i]t has always been easier to recognize a documentary than to define the
term” (2). These varying “definitions” of what a documentary is demonstrate the
fluidity of the label. In this project I seek to demonstrate the instability of specialist
literature’s attempt to classify the distinctions between fiction and documentary, and
my work hinges upon the idea that much of what defines a documentary is audience
expectation, as outlined by Aufderheide (2) and Spence and Navarro (4) . Though the
terms “fiction film” and “documentary” are malleable modes of categorizing a film,
they are not interchangeable. As well as the factor of audience expectation mentioned
above, there are distinct filmic techniques that direct our understanding of the veracity
of what is seen on screen. This thesis seeks to identify these techniques, which are
present in both the audio and visual components of my chosen films. Each film in my
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corpus demonstrates documentary tendencies, whether they be the use of voiceover
narration, the recounting of a true story, or specific styles of camerawork, like the long
takes that Aufderheide claims are associated more with reality and the handheld
camera that gives the viewers a “you-are-there-immediacy” (Aufderheide 11).
Just as the conventions of documentary have shifted over time, audience
expectations have adjusted, thus widening the possibility of what can be considered a
documentary. Nanook of the North (Robert Flaherty, 1922) is widely believed to be one of
the foundational films in documentary history, though audiences today recognize that
key details (like the on-screen subjects’ names) were modified for the film and the
totality of the action was staged for Flaherty’s camera. This well-known example
demonstrates that even in the most quintessential cases, documentaries come to fruition
through manipulations and there exists no “pure” documentary (Aufderheide 31).
My analysis of the nine Mexican films listed above intends to prove that
documentary is a perceived, not concrete classification. Instead of discrediting
documentary studies, I use critical literature on the genre to demonstrate how cinematic
techniques typically relegated to the documentary genre are applicable to fiction
filmmaking and I explore how they modulate our interpretation of the on and offscreen
action of the film. Each chosen film contains varying degrees of documentary elements
and analyzing all nine films in conjunction demonstrates the multifaceted nature of the
genre. While the documentary traits in some of these films is quite explicit, such as in
the case of Canoa, which features voiceover narration and mimics historical footage of
the real event that it depicts, in other cases, it is more subtle. For example, Los insólitos
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peces gato and Roma are family-centered retrospectives based on true stories that use
fictional sets in each respective illustration of personal memories.
While I identify specific filmic techniques throughout this thesis that align each
work with the documentary genre, I frame my understanding of what makes a
documentary within the idea that it is the conglomeration and interaction between
various techniques that encourages us as viewers to interpret on screen action and
information as nonfiction. Spence and Navarro state that “documentaries have the
power to impose a sense of order, purpose, and interconnectedness amidst the chaos of
data, calling some ‘evidence’ and relegating others to oblivion” (4), emphasizing this
idea that ultimately, the organization of a film directs our interpretation. In my analysis,
I seek to locate the “voice” of each film, that which bestows authority and conveys
believability to the viewer. Throughout his documentary studies, Nichols emphasizes
the idea that voice is not restricted to voiceover narration, but rather, is every element of
the filmic composition working together. Each chapter of my thesis features readings of
key scenes that demonstrate the documentary impulse of my chosen films.
As well as the aesthetic and technical aspects of each film, I will also consider the
market conditions of each work’s production, reception, and distribution. More
evidently than other media studied in academia, cinema is industry. Since the majority
of the works in my corpus were successful in festival circuits, I am interested in how
this festival visibility corresponds to what has been, at times, a lack of commercial
attention in theaters. For example, Eimbcke’s Temporada de patos (2003) is largely
unknown outside of film studies and academia but was celebrated in many festivals
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abroad (and in Mexico). Conversely, the elder Cuarón’s Roma (2018) was not permitted
at many festivals because of its new paradigm of Netflix production and distribution.
The post-theatrical distribution of films is also important, as is shown by Canoa's release
by Criterion, which included a DVD with special features and made the little seen film
available through online streaming sites like Kanopy.
The first chapter of this dissertation, “Retrospective Reporting on Acts of
Violence: El castillo de la pureza (Arturo Ripstein, 1973), Canoa: una memoria vergonzosa
(Felipe Cazals, 1975), and Las Poquianchis (Felipe Cazals, 1975)” will analyze the three
films from the 1970s mentioned above: El castillo de la pureza, Canoa: una memoria
vergonzosa, and Las Poquianchis. All three are fictional recreations of real historical
events, though each one takes a different approach in illustrating each respective event
and appeals to different generic conventions. El castillo de la pureza recreates the story of
a Mexico City man who imprisoned his wife and children inside the family home for
eighteen years. As Ripstein’s third feature film, it demonstrates a superior
understanding of filmic conventions in its fictional recreation of the harrowing event.
At times hyperbolically melodramatic and at others soberingly realistic, El castillo de la
pureza captures the father’s obsessive concern for his children’s well-being. As the seal
of the house is broken and people from the outside flood in, the home is filled with
reporters eager to snap photos of the sensational hostage situation. This film
inaugurates the focus on journalism present in all three films addressed in my first
chapter as it explores a well-known case of domestic abuse and its aftermath in
midcentury Mexico City.
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Canoa is a docudrama that covers the killing of five men in the rural town of San
Miguel de Canoa in September 1968. This term, docudrama, defined by Aufderheide as
“films that throughout use actors and scripts with creative license to retell true events”
(23), which was first employed in relation to this film upon its release in the Criterion
Collection in 2017, suggests the combination of historical fact and heightened terror
within the film. Though it is typically referred to as a fiction film, Canoa is based on real
events, and has distinct stylistic elements that make it read visually more like a
documentary. For example, Cazals includes voice-of-God narration, recreated on screen
interviews, and places the action in a specific time frame by using on-screen titles.
Though it was revered upon its 1975 release and then again when it was screened at the
1998 Berlinale, Canoa has earned new recognition in recent years. It has enjoyed wider
distribution thanks to its inclusion in the Criterion Collection, as mentioned earlier, at
the suggestion of Guillermo del Toro and Alfonso Cuarón. In her essay, “Canoa: A
Shameful Memory: The Devil in Disguise”—which was included with the DVD—critic
Fernanda Solórzano emphasized the likeness between Canoa and horror films, while
still noting the film’s documentary qualities. My discussion of Canoa is framed within
this new consideration of its generic transgressions and I view it as a work that
anticipates contemporary society’s preoccupation with blurring the boundaries of real
and fictionalized drama. I also view it in light of my discussion on the journalistic
impulse of El castillo de la pureza, as it is also a work that features commentary on the act
of reporting and the historization of events.
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The last film in this chapter will look at Las Poquianchis, which was also made by
Felipe Cazals in 1975. Las Poquianchis is a fictional recreation of a murder ring
orchestrated by rural women, and, like Canoa, it features various registers of action.
There is one aspect of the film that is journalistic—and is shot with a black and white
handheld camera—while other sequences are more melodramatic and theatrical in tone.
With each layer of action, the tension in Las Poquianchis rises and eventually erupts into
a chilling look at the homicidal deeds of the women and the participants in their
growing brothel business. The Poquianchis case received substantial attention in the last
decades of the twentieth century, much of it from the amarillista news outlets that
emphasize the most gruesome details of this horrifying but true story. It has inspired
several fictional iterations in addition to Cazals’ film, as well as a 1977 novel titled Las
muertas by Jorge Ibarguengoitia. These three auteur films thus demonstrate a shared
interest during the time of their production in historical recreations that explore violent
incidents in Mexico’s recent past. Each one thoughtfully negotiates the divide between
fact and fiction in order to produce a critical representation of a significant event. In
doing so, they also illustrate the link between journalism and cinema, as they present
documentary portraits of the crimes perpetrated within each plot.
Chapter two, “Photography and Urban Encounter in the New Millennium:
Temporada de patos (Fernando Eimbcke, 2003) and Año uña (Jonás Cuarón, 2007)” looks
at films from the early 2000s, a time when Mexican cinema was experiencing an
unprecedented surge in interest at home and abroad. In addition to the emergence of
filmmakers like the three amigos, this period marks the growth of documentary on a
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national level. Thanks in part to the Morelia film festival, which was initially focused on
the genre after its founding in 2003, documentary has gone from being a minor genre in
Mexico to having a strong presence, quantitatively and qualitatively. In this chapter, I
analyze Temporada de patos (Fernando Eimbcke, 2003) and Año uña (Jonás Cuarón, 2007).
Temporada de patos is an auteur film that shows life inside the Conjunto Urbano
Nonoalco Tlatelolco housing complex. The setting is crucial in this film, as it is of course
the site of the 1968 Tlatelolco Massacre. Though the action of the film is not directly
connected to the atrocity—it documents a mundane Sunday in the life of three
teenagers who live in the complex many years later—the location carries a distinct
sociohistorical weight. I link the film’s setting with its aesthetic details, proposing that
Eimbcke’s choice of framing, black and white footage, and use of sound encourage
viewers to contemplate the space of the notorious massacre thirty-five years later.
Coupled with the frivolous narrative of the film (it is about a teenage dispute over pizza
and video games), Temporada de patos encourages viewers to contemplate the aftereffects of Tlatelolco through the experiences of its three adolescent protagonists. My
analysis also draws on previous representations and studies on Tlatelolco, especially in
relation to urban studies and cinema. As scholars David M.J. Wood and Samuel
Steinberg have pointed out, because of the presence of the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco
Tlatelolco in Eimbcke’s work, there is a striking similarity between Temporada de patos
and Jorge Fons’ 1989 fictional drama Rojo amanecer, though the two differ thematically.
Because of the shared setting of these films—both take place exclusively within the
Conjunto—and the critical comparisons made by Steinberg and Wood, I analyze
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Temporada de patos within the context of Fons’ work, which was the first cinematic take
on the Tlatlelolco massacre.
The second film analyzed in this chapter is Año uña, which documents a year in
the life of Molly, a twenty-one-year-old American college student who makes several
trips to Mexico during that time. Año uña uniquely utilizes still photographs and not
moving camera footage to illustrate Molly’s growing intimacy with Mexico and the
people that she meets there. Like Temporada de patos, Año uña centers around the
experiences of youth in the city. It has qualities that liken it to a “mockumentary,” as its
initial titles claim that all of the action seen on screen is "real" and that the photographs
are “documentary images,” though the film as a whole is a clearly a fictional construct. I
use Año uña to consider the ways in which photography, cinema, and sound interact
within the film. This chapter also focuses on the multicultural elements of the film’s
content and production, linking the transnational plotline with attention paid to the rise
of Mexican directors collaborating internationally in the 2000s.
Chapter three, “Familial Archives and Fictionalizations: Quebranto (Roberto
Fiesco, 2013) and Los insólitos peces gatos (Claudia Sainte-Luce, 2013)” begins with a
discussion of Quebranto (Roberto Fiesco, 2013). This film—which is the only formal
documentary analyzed in the dissertation—couples its documentary content with a
highly stylized, fictional form. Though Quebranto presents a creative take on
documentary, it also features modes of storytelling, like reenactments, that historically
have defined the genre. Nichols explains that “[r]eenactments take past time and make
it present” (Speaking Truths with Film: Evidence, Ethics and Politics in Documentary 49). As
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it recounts the life of the child actor “Pinolito,” who, at the time of filming in 2013 was a
trans woman named Coral Bonelli living in Mexico City, it features highly stylized song
and dance sequences typical of the musicals of another era. Because Pinolito was a
prolific child star of the 1970s who worked with directors like Jorge Fons, Coral’s
reflections on her own life and transition also serve as a contemplation of the changing
cinematic climate in Mexico throughout the twentieth century. And, as Paul Julian
Smith points out, her steely perseverance in life and art serves as a metaphor for the
survival of Mexican cinema from the 1970s to the present (Queer Mexico 73).
The second part of this chapter deals with Los insólitos peces gato (Claudia SainteLuce, 2013), which illustrates the life of an adult woman, Claudia, who gradually
becomes an honorary member of a family after she is placed in a hospital bed next to
the family’s mother. While Los insólitos peces gato is a fiction film, the work presents a
chronological trajectory that extends beyond the life of the dying mother thus likening it
as a chronicle to the documentary genre. The growing sense of intimacy between
Claudia and her makeshift family is reflected in Saint-Luce’s camerawork, as she
frequently includes handheld camera footage that, in the words of Aufderheide,
becomes a “prosthetic extension of another family member” (37) as it frames the action
within the tumultuous but loving environment in which Claudia now finds herself. In
this chapter, I use these works to discuss the role of the familial archive and matriarchal
inheritance in each film. While the memory of Coral’s life as the young Pinolito is
zealously guarded by her mother, doña Lilia, the mother in Los insólitos peces gato also
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acts to ensure that the family’s heirlooms and memories are passed down to her
children, which now include the informally adopted Claudia.
Chapter four, “Historical Recreations and New Paradigms of Production: Museo
(Alonso Ruizpalacios, 2018) and Roma (Alfonso Cuarón, 2018), looks at two recent
works, that present fictionalized illustrations of past events. This chapter draws on
many of the documentary themes mentioned in previous ones, most notably voiceover
narration, use of sound, and reenactments. Museo depicts the 1985 burglary that took
place at the Museo de Antropología in Mexico City. Through a road-movie narrative,
the perpetrator and main character Juan flees the scene of the Mexico City crime and
avoids the castigating presence of his judgmental family in the Satélite suburb. While
the film is focused primarily on the national drama surrounding the robbery, it also
provides insight into multi-generational familial conflict. As Juan steals, then desecrates
national treasures, the question of filial piety parallels his lack of patriotism. In my
analysis, I address the question of mexicanidad as it pertains to this monumental year in
20th century Mexican history. Like the films explored in Chapter 1, Museo features
sequences that comment on the act of reporting. However, instead of exploring the
gravity of public criminality through fictional scenes, it features historical footage of
two watershed events: the arrival of the Tlaloc artefact to Mexico City in 1964 and
newscaster Jacobo Zabludovsky’s somber Christmas morning announcement of the
previous night’s robbery. As well as its documentary form and content, Museo
demonstrates an experimental impulse to heighten the suspense, drama, and emotional
weight of what we see on screen. It features audiovisual disjunctions like those that we
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see in Año uña and this chapter will further expand upon the questions raised in my
discussion of photographic and filmic media in Chapter 2. Incidentally, the inspiration
to make the film came from an interview included in the documentary Bellas de noche
(María José Cuevas, 2016), proving the interconnectedness of the two genres in Mexican
cinematic production.
Roma is also a recreation of sorts, as it frames the historical backdrop of the 1970s
within familial life. The film gives several visual and thematic clues to the period in
which it takes place, though in the fictionalized action there is just one concrete event
that places Roma in this time. At the height of the drama in Roma is a reconstruction of
the 1971 Halconazo shooting. The inclusion of this historical event as prelude to the
film’s most emotional sequence—the birth of the protagonist Cleo’s stillborn
daughter—confirms Roma’s genre status as a historical drama in which fact and fiction
are made to merge. In my analysis, I focus on the use of immersive sound and traveling
shots that are reminiscent of an observational documentary aesthetic. Cuarón´s
meticulous production design, both physical and digital, demonstrates and facilitates a
nostalgia for the 1970s and does so through an elaborate mise-en-scène and expert
camerawork made for the first time by the director himself. The director pairs this
aesthetic with a clear interest in exploring national conflict from this period in Mexican
history even as he focuses on the small-scale intimacy of domestic life. In this chapter I
also reflect on other themes introduced in earlier chapters, like youth in cinema and
Mexican filmmaking in the global market. Since Museo was released by YouTube and
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Roma was produced and distributed by Netflix, I use this final chapter to reflect on
changing models of moviemaking almost twenty years into the new millennium.
Through my close readings framed by critical and historical considerations, this
project seeks to demonstrate the tradition and growing influence of documentary in
fiction filmmaking. Though I have organized this thesis chronologically and paired
films made within a few years of each other for each chapter, my hope is that readers
will notice trends and interactions between chapters and that my analysis encourages
them to consider how each film relates to the others.
Mexican cinema is a vibrant and growing area of study in academia, I look at
films, directors, and genres that have been understudied or have not received academic
attention. Additionally, I suggest a unique approach for looking at cinematic language
as a way of understanding Mexican history. Though the 1970s is, as mentioned earlier,
generally considered to be one of the weakest decades of cinema in Mexico, this project
gives attention to works that contradict this widely held belief. While the works
included in my corpus have all emerged from diverse production conditions, their
shared preoccupation with the boundaries between fiction and documentary highlights
the significance of the latter genre in Mexican filmmaking and its hybridization with the
former to create new forms of artistic expression.
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Chapter 1: Retrospective Reporting on Acts of Violence: El castillo de la pureza
Arturo Ripstein, 1973), Canoa: una memoria vergonzosa (Felipe Cazals, 1975)
and Las Poquianchis (Arturo Ripstein, 1973)

This chapter analyzes three films from the 1970s: El castillo de la pureza (Arturo
Ripstein, 1973), Canoa: una memoria vergonzosa (Felipe Cazals, 1975), and Las Poquianchis
(Felipe Cazals, 1975). All three are fictional recreations of real historical events, though
each one takes a different approach in illustrating each respective event and appeals to
different generic conventions. El castillo de la pureza recreates the story of a Mexico City
man who imprisoned his wife and children inside their family home for eighteen years,
before being apprehended by police in the 1950s. It uses the melodramatic conventions
generally associated with fiction film to bring a critical perspective to the consequences
of taking his family hostage, by addressing such themes as the repressed desires that
lead the children to an incestuous relationship. At the same time, Ripstein’s film
demonstrates an interest in showing the dynamics of urban life in the 1950s and the
sequences that take place outside the home contribute a sense of social realism to the
action. The result is a haunting work that forces viewers to contemplate the violence
inherent in the nuclear family social constructions of the period. Canoa is a
“docudrama,” (a term coined by critic Fernanda Solórzano, whose work will be
discussed later on) that uses conventional documentary techniques (formal interview
techniques, onscreen captions, and voiceover narration) alongside the conventions of
fiction film (elaborately designed mise-en-scène, melodramatic performance style, and
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suspenseful editing) to produce a work that recounts the little known 1968 homicides of
five men in the rural town of San Miguel de Canoa, which lends its name to the title of
the film. The last film I include in this chapter is Las Poquianchis, which was also made
by Felipe Cazals during the same year that Canoa was released (1975). Las Poquianchis
relates the tale of a group of women who run a brothel in the Mexican countryside,
recruiting thousands of young women to a life of abuse that will eventually lead to the
femicide and illegal burial of scores of corpses. Like Canoa, it features distinct visual
registers that vacillate between the aesthetics typically associated with fiction and
documentary.
This chapter aims to situate Mexican cinematic production in the second half of
the twentieth century by examining the 1970s, which is usually considered to be a
weak—and therefore understudied—period of Mexican filmmaking. My analysis looks
to establish this decade as an important time for Mexican cinema, as it inaugurates new
aesthetic conventions and demonstrates a reckoning with the past (especially historical
incidents of violence) that is also present throughout films from the early 2000s, which
is arguably Mexico’s most studied period, beside the Golden Age. In doing so, the
corpus of works from the 1970s anticipates the current preoccupation with the divisions
of fact and fiction that will be explored in the remaining three chapters of this
dissertation.
This is not to say that the politics that led to the production of the films studied
in this chapter are analogous to those studied in the later chapters. In fact, El castillo de la
pureza, Canoa, and Las Poquianchis all emerged during a unique political situation that
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favored high quality, art cinema. As products of Luis Echeverría’s sexenio (1970-1976),
these films demonstrate the president’s commitment to cinematic growth during this
decade, as discussed in Charles Ramírez Berg’s seminal text Cinema of Solitude: A Critical
Study of Mexican Film, 1967-1983. I will analyze the distinct political conditions that led
to the production of these three films, as I also seek to situate Mexican filmmaking in
the 1970s within the continental trends of the “social documentary” and “social
realism” observed throughout Latin America during this time. On the one hand El
castillo de la pureza, Canoa, and Las Poquianchis demonstrate a distinct aesthetic when
Mexican cinema was said to be at its weakest. On the other, they look towards real
historical tales of urban and rural violence, proving a thematic link to the social
documentary trend taking place in other Latin American countries in the 1960s and
1970s. Moreover, the emergence of these three works during a window of state
dedication and investment in cinema and their survival in subsequent years illustrate
the particularity of Mexican cinematic production in the 1970s.
After the effervescent popularity of Mexican cinema during its Golden Age (the
1930s and the 1940s), scholars note a sharp decline in both interest and production rates.
The 1960s and 1970s are often cited as the nadir of the Mexican film industry. Ramírez
Berg cites the political turmoil of these decades as the driving force behind the cinema
industry’s decline. Most films from the 1960s and 1970s feature sloppy imitations of
Hollywood aesthetics made under the financial duress of the industry post-Golden Age
(Ramírez Berg 37). This is not to say that all Mexican films from this period were subpar. The three works analyzed in this chapter demonstrate that these decades did, in
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fact, produce quality films. The existence of a handful of art films from the 1970s is
owed, in large part, to Luis Echeverría Álvarez, Mexico’s president from 1970-1976.
Ramírez Berg writes:
The president had clearly—and boldly, considering the political and
business toes he was trampling on—mapped an open-ended voyage for
moviemakers to chart, free of strictly economic constraints, unbounded by
the sole need to return a profit, and receptive to themes that were
traditionally avoided by Mexican cinema. And the state, through virtual
nationalization of the industry and the elimination of entrepreneurial
producers, was willing to back up the president’s rhetoric with financial
support. (45)
Aside from making his actor brother, Rodolfo (whose stage name was Rodolfo Landés),
head of the Banco Nacional Cinematográfico (Ramírez Berg 44), Echeverría took
significant steps to catalyze the production of high-quality films. As Kerry Hegarty,
author of “Youth Culture on Film: An Analysis of Post-1968 Mexican Cinema” explains,
these included financial support for young filmmakers, the establishment of three state
production companies (Conacine, Conacite, and Conacite II), the foundation of the CCC
(Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica) film school, a governmental cinema publicity
department (Procinemex), enhanced distribution of films, and decreased censorship
(176). In his article “Alegorías sin pueblo: El cine echeverrista y la crisis del contrato
social de la cultura mexicana” Ignacio Sánchez Prado agrees, noting that Echeverría’s
sexenio
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significó un cambio paradigmático fundamental que posibilitó la
existencia misma de [Simón del desierto (Luis Buñuel, 1965), Mecánica
nacional (Luis Alcoriza, 1972) y Canoa (Felipe Cazals, 1975)] sobre todo de
la crítica política y el enfoque en el cine de autor ejercido por los filmes de
Cazals y Arau. (51)
Still, Sánchez Prado concedes that auteur filmmakers like Cazals and Ripstein are
outliers working in a Mexican film industry in crisis and emphasizes the decay of
popular cinema during the decade in question (50).
Echeverría’s changes to the cinema industry are a direct result of the political
situation that he inherited upon assuming the presidency just over a year after the 1968
Tlatelolco Massacre. He established a nuevo cine that, in the words of Hegarty:
was to be a critical examination of contemporary social issues in Mexico,
and was part of Echeverría’s larger plan of apertura democrática
(‘democratic opening’), by which he promised to foment a dialogue
between the state and the generation of young people who had become
disillusioned with the government after Tlatelolco. (176)
El Grupo Nuevo Cine was composed of progressive directors who wanted a renewal of
Mexican Cinema that focused on independent films and foreign exchange (international
collaboration and festival attendance) in the 1960s (Ramírez Berg 46). In the words of
critic Jorge Ayala Blanco, “if Mexican cinema was reborn during the 1970s, the spark
that gave it life was El Grupo Nuevo Cine” (quoted in Ramírez Berg 46). El Grupo Nuevo
Cine and the art cinema produced in its aftermath reflect a larger continental shift
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towards cinematic social realism. The interaction and co-presence of fiction and fact in
film are reminiscent of the Third Cinema trend. As is well known, during the 1960s and
1970s, film manifestos like Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino’s “Hacia un tercer
cine” (Argentina, 1967) and Glauber Rocha’s “La estética del hambre” (Brazil, 1970)
proliferate in Latin America, spreading the idea that cinema is a political tool that,
combined with a conscious spectator, can produce social change.
Third Cinema was a regional phenomenon, though it is notably absent in the
context of Mexican film production and reception. While Latin America’s largest
cinema industries— Brazil, Argentina, and Chile—were continually producing work
that aligned with Third Cinema’s aesthetic and thematic trends, Mexican cinema is
lacking in the politicized depiction of reality seen on screen in other cinema industries.
Though few Mexican film productions and writings align with Third Cinema, there did
exist a Mexican film journal, Cine Club, which featured work from the movement’s most
prominent filmmakers. The journal features the essay “Informe por el Grupo Cine
Liberación,” which was led by Solanas and Getino and which outlines the role of Latin
American filmmakers. The inclusion of this essay, authored by the Grupo Cine
Liberación, demonstrates a Mexican interest in radical filmmaking practices of other
countries in their engagement with Third Cinema. The publication Cine Club alludes to
disdain towards its national cinema and suggests the need to bring the Third Cinema
aesthetic to Mexico. It outlines the tasks of the Mexican cinematic industry as
empezar a ponerse al día, superando las circunstancias, sobre lo que pasa
con el cine del Tercer Mundo, tanto a nivel teórico como práctico. Criticar,
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analizar, denunciar el cine que el sistema nos impone, cuestionar los
mecanismos de control del Estado sobre el cine nacional y extranjero,
pugnar por la creación de una cinemateca y por la protección y ayuda
económica y legal a la escuela de cine universitaria (C.U.E.C.), apoyar la
creación de salas de cine de arte y ensayo independientes, incrementar y
fortalecer, saliendo del marco universitario o estudiantil en que se hayan
circunscritos y servir como canales para el cine marginado, difundirlo,
llevarlo a los sectores que debe ir y ayudar a su recuperación. (Cine Club 3)
Third Cinema was the tool through which politicized cinema in Mexico could expand
beyond the realm of art and student films and into a more public and inclusive realm.
“El Grupo Octubre,” the politicized filmmaking group in Mexico, also noted the need
for politicized cinema in Mexico, citing the importance of films that serve the worker
movement (“Introducción: Por Un Cine Militante.”).
In practice, the closest thing to social documentarians in Mexico were the
superocheros, a group of filmmakers named for their use of Super 8 cameras that
composed a “grassroots movement” (Hegarty 168). Unfortunately, the artistic impetus
of the Echeverría sexenio was short lived, as the following presidency of José López
Portillo saw a privatization in the film industry that brought more censorship under the
direction of Margarita López Portillo (1976-1982), José’s sister, who was head of the
Directorate of Radio, Television, and Cinema (Ramírez Berg 51).
Though they are formally classified as fiction films, El castillo de la pureza, Canoa,
and Las Poquianchis, produced during the Echeverría sexenio, demonstrate the interest in
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depicting scenes from real life—especially those that are violent—on screen, as all three
works are based on true stories. This chapter seeks to analyze how real histories are
depicted in these three films, as it lays the groundwork for my consideration of
documentary characteristics present in the fiction films that I examine in later chapters.
Arturo Ripstein’s El castillo de la pureza, which is his third fiction feature, is a
recreation of “El caso Macetones,” the real-life drama of a father who was discovered to
be keeping his wife and children prisoner in their Mexico City home in the 1950s,
according to Eleana Velasco, author of the thesis “Melodrama neobarroco: El cine de
Arturo Ripstein y Paz Alicia Garciadiego” (19). As Ripstein’s third fiction feature, it
contributes to an oeuvre that demonstrates the director’s fascination with the abject
consequences of the institutions that make up everyday life. In his article, “A Career in
Perspective: An Interview with Arturo Ripstein,” Sergio de la Mora notes that Ripstein
films often focus on “the destruction of one of our most sacred values—the nurturing
nuclear family—by power of obsessive, passionate, mad love” and characterizes
Ripstein’s characters as “marginalized loners burdened with guilt and suffering” (4).
Gabriel Lima (Claudio Brook), the sociopathic father of three and protagonist of El
castillo de la pureza, fits this description. He obsessively tries to shield his wife, Beatriz
(Rita Macedo), his son, Porvenir (Arturo Beristáin), and daughters, Utopía (Diana
Bracho) and Voluntad (Gladys Bermejo), from the outside world through abusive
means, indirectly contributing to the rising sexual tension between the elder children
that leads to an incestuous interaction between Porvenir and Utopía. Ripstein conveys
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Gabriel’s fixation with idyllic purity through the children’s names, which, of course,
translate into “Future,” “Utopia,” and “Free Will.”
Ripstein’s aural and visual aesthetic choices leave the viewer trapped in the
ominous abode that imprisons Gabriel’s wife and three children. In the absence of a
soundtrack, the characters’ dialogue is supplemented only with the incessant sound of
rain and thunder. The film begins with a pan inside the house, revealing a shanty, but
large structure filled with rain, thanks to the open-air courtyard in the center of the
home. This courtyard contributes to the home’s panoptic design, which allows Gabriel
to surveil his captives at all hours of the day and night. As Michel Foucault, author of
Discipline and Punish (1985), states in his chapter “Panopticism,” the fundamental effect
of the panopticon is “to induce in the inmate a state of conscious and permanent
visibility that assures the automatic functioning of power” (201). Gabriel Lima
demonstrates an alliance with the panoptic impulse of the modern prison, but also roots
his authoritarianism in antiquity, as later shots will reveal that he has actual prison cells
in the basement of the home. The tension between ancient and modern, old and new
that exists in Gabriel’s disciplinary structure is the same tension that will lead to his
eventual capture, as will be explored later on in this chapter. The home has an
unwelcoming air and its open design inundates the courtyard patio with swells of
rainwater that must be swept away. The expanse of the house is punctuated with
vertical structures—ladders, pillars, balconies, and posts—that make even its most
domestic spaces (the bedrooms and kitchen) resemble a prison. Though expansive, the
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house, then, is composed of a series of traps and physical spaces that continually
reinforce Gabriel’s authority and control over his family.
Though the children seem to despise their militantly disciplinarian father,
Ripstein’s camera work suggests an alliance between them and Gabriel, as the four are
first introduced in the kitchen making rat poison together. Gabriel’s pedagogical
instruction and interaction with his children demonstrates Foucault’s understanding of
panopticism and discipline in the modern world. He describes the panopticon stating
It is polyvalent in its application; it serves to reform prisoners, but also to
treat patients, to instruct schoolchildren, to confine the insane, to
supervise workers, to put beggars and idlers to work. It is a type of
location of bodies in space, of distribution of individuals in relation to one
another, of hierarchical organization, of disposition of centres (sic.) and
channels of power, of definition of the instruments and modes of
intervention in hospitals, workshops, schools, prison. (205)
As Gabriel leaves the house every day to sell the product to businesses throughout the
city, the children study, exercise, and clean. Ripstein introduces Gabriel’s wife, Beatriz,
in an entirely different manner. Beatriz appears in the first extreme close-up of the film,
as she applies lipstick. This emphasizes her sensuality, which becomes contentious later
in the film as Gabriel accuses her of denying him physical intimacy and aggressively
demands sex from her. The contrast in these two shots—the introduction of the children
with their father and their mother alone applying makeup—seems to put Gabriel in
alliance with his children, suggesting that his rigid discipline shields them from the
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dangers inside his own home, in addition to those of the outside world. Ripstein’s close
up shot of Beatriz’s lips foreshadows the act that Gabriel fears most—his adolescent
children’s developing sexuality.
Ripstein’s characterization of Gabriel is complicated, as he is relentlessly
authoritarian and abusive, but also depicted as intensely invested in the wellbeing of
his children, however counterintuitive his discipline may be. In the words of Leonardo
García Tsao, author of the chapter “One Generation—Four Filmmakers: Cazals,
Hermosillo, Leduc, and Ripstein” in Paulo Antonio Paranaguá’s edited volume Mexican
Cinema, “Gabriel Lima, the severe paterfamilias, is a key character in Ripstein’s films: a
solipsistic man who builds a utopia, a private unreal universe, and who will inevitably
suffer greatly when he encounters reality,” noting how Gabriel fits into Ripstein’s oeuvre
filled with degenerate and deplorable characters that inhabit “the author’s penchant for
confined environments” (213). Gabriel lives in constant fear of corruption from the
outside world and the symbolism of his profession—manufacturing and selling rat
poison—remains throughout the entire work. When he fears a rat infestation in his
home, Gabriel is repulsed and the depth of Claudio Brook’s performance is notable, as
he exclaims “¡tengo asco!” and “¡las ratas son el enemigo del género humano!” denoting
the character’s hyperbolic disgust. As he leaves his house every day to sell the product,
there is a stark contrast between the prison-home and the bustling urban streets. His
fear of the outside world and misalignment with the modern city in which he lives is
eventually what alerts police to the hostage situation in Gabriel’s home, as his failure to
keep up with the urban regulations for his rat poison business results in police
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knocking on the door looking for certifications. Of course, they soon discover the
disturbing hostage situation.
The film features a binary of moments of exaggeration—such as Gabriel’s
repulsion to the perceived threat of rats—and subtler moments of documentary-like
observation. For example, tension around the growing sexual attraction between Utopía
and Porvenir is heightened as the two daughters shower together and Utopía’s mature
body is contrasted with the juvenile figure of her younger sister. This scene serves as a
harbinger for the incestual incident that will come later on in the film as Gabriel’s
nightly check on his children reveals Utopía missing from the bed that she shares with
Voluntad. Rather than cancel each other out, the spectrum of subtlety and exaggeration
that we witness in El castillo de la pureza works to further emphasize the perverse nature
of the family’s confinement. Though Gabriel is a vocal character throughout the film,
the camera reveals what he refuses to admit: that his children are young adults with
sexual desires. His discovery of Utopía and Porvenir in the family car in the middle of
the night is met with one of his many outbursts, as he shouts “¡Las mujeres tienen la
culpa de todo!,” demonstrating the misogynist outlook that also results in him
physically and sexually abusing his wife and accusing a young shop girl of being
impure when she refuses his sexual advances. The initial pans of the house that serve as
the establishing shots to El castillo de la pureza are repeated in its concluding sequence,
as police raid Gabriel’s home and forcibly remove him, thus liberating Beatriz and the
children. The entry of the people from the outside—police officers, detectives,
firefighters, and a crowd of nosy onlookers—breaks Gabriel’s seal of the house and the
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myth of the purity of the interior is finally shattered as these shots reveal the house as
what it is: a crime scene.
El castillo de la pureza illustrates the dangers of tradition, as Gabriel’s quest
towards a hygienic and morally upright family is exactly what leads to its own
destruction. In his interview with de la Mora mentioned above, the director declares:
Family is, I think, a nucleus of destruction and of horror. Families can be
very demanding and very castrating. Families can, of course, be a source
of protection and serenity, but serenity and protection have a very high
price. What I’ve tried to do is to demolish the basic values of certain
bourgeoisie who believe that religion, family, and country are the most
important factors one has. I believe in the freedom of the heart and of the
mind that does not include these very closely knit nuclei. (9)
In El castillo de la pureza, Ripstein’s institutional criticism is restricted to the family. His
rebuke of the nuclear family structure is foiled by an implicit praise of the city law
enforcement and society at large, as police officers, firefighters, and townspeople invade
the prison-like home in order to free the Lima’s from their captivity. As we shall see in
the two other films discussed in this chapter—Canoa and Las Poquianchis—Cazals uses
similar melodramatic techniques to frame his portraits of violence. While Canoa
demonstrates the dangers of institutions outside of the family as the local priest foments
the discrimination that eventually kills some of the hikers and the victims’ innocence is
demonstrated in family settings, Las Poquianchis illustrates the overlaps of oppression
between all of the institutions mentioned above.
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It is impossible to discuss Mexican artistic production in the 1970s without citing
the Tlatelolco Massacre that occurred on October 2, 1968. Because the events of Canoa—
and those of the event on which it is based—took place on September 14, 1968, in the
words of Fernanda Solórzano, whose article “The Devil in Disguise,” was included with
the 2017 Criterion Collection version of the DVD, “the association of Canoa with
Tlatelolco was and is inevitable.” Though both the October 2 event and the murders in
San Miguel de Canoa indicate extreme acts of violence, contextually they are vastly
different. The student massacre was the culmination of a summer of protests that ended
when military snipers opened fire and killed hundreds of student protestors within the
Plaza de las Tres Culturas. The September 14 murder of the five university employees
attempting to hike the Malinche volcano was the result of rural townspeople falsely
believing that the men were leftist students aiming to hang a communist flag at the
church. While the October massacre is a widely known atrocity, the Canoa killings have
attracted little attention outside of Cazals film.
Sánchez Prado suggests that the use of the university employees as victims of
violence in Canoa is a mode of distracting viewers from the violent clash between
students and government in 1968 (62). Hegarty shares this claim, explaining:
By invoking the events at Tlatelolco, the film serves to deflect attention
away from the actual event, and from any blame on the part of the
government. It does this by recasting the historical narrative, portraying
an alternate version wherein the students are still the victims, but the
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villains, rather than being paramilitary troops, are the Catholic Church
and the peasantry. (177)
Critics often cite Canoa’s ability to evade censorship, especially because Echeverría was
considered largely responsible for the October massacre as Minister of the Interior
under the presidency of Gustavo Díaz Ordaz in 1968. Sánchez Prado and Hegarty’s
shared claim that despite the horrific violence seen in Canoa, the film remains a
distraction from the violence surrounding the student movement of the time reconciles
the complex web of relations of Echeverría and the national film industry. According to
them, since the perpetrators of violence are the rural townspeople and the local priest,
Canoa inadvertently detracts blame for the national crisis in the Plaza de las Tres
Culturas that occurs just three weeks after the onscreen violence of Cazals’ film. Though
the events depicted in Canoa are indeed of another, separate incident, they allude to the
senseless violence that occurred just three weeks later at Tlatlelolco. Therefore, though
they do not, in the words of Hegarty, serve as a metaphor for the well-known massacre,
they do contribute to our understanding of how the paranoia of 1968 manifested itself
in a rural setting.
Unlike El castillo de la pureza, which fictionalizes the real-life terror of the Mexico
City father who jealously traps his children inside their home, Canoa features distinct
and easily recognizable documentary techniques. The film begins with the intertitle
“Esto sí sucedió,” which is followed by several intertitles that situate the action at
various times between September 14 and 16, 1968. Though Canoa reads as a cohesive
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piece that establishes the scene of the crime, the violence, and its aftermath, it uses a
range of visual registers to do so, which include four different opening sequences, thus
suggesting that there is no definitive beginning or end to political violence in Mexico. In
the first, which is preceded by the intertitle mentioned above and another situating the
viewer on the morning of September 15, a reporter answers a phone and types out the
dictated facts about the recent murders. The second establishing sequence illustrates a
parallel between the Independence Day parade on September 16 and the march for the
victims that took place the same day. The third features handheld black and white
footage that shows police officers stepping around the bodies of the slain. The images
are grainy and unsteady, engaging with “visual imagery [that] evokes the grassroots
footage of the massacre at Tlatelolco” (Hegarty 178). The fourth establishing sequence
reads as a typical expository documentary, as it features voiceover narration and
geographical facts about the town of San Miguel de Canoa. All these aesthetics work
together to produce a work that transgresses generic categorization.
Because this thesis is concerned with the inclusion of documentary elements in
fiction film and how they affect the perceived truth of what viewers see on screen, my
analysis of Canoa deals primarily with how the film constructs authority in its retelling
of the violent act. In the fourth “opening” sequence, a long shot illustrates a portrait of
La Malinche, the volcano outside of Puebla that the university workers intend to hike.
Voiceover narration gives facts about the volcano and San Miguel de Canoa, such as its
elevation, weather patterns, and population. Within the frame of the mountain, we see a
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man working in the field, who complains about the harvest from that year. This first
“social actor2” on screen seems to be responding to interview questions that have been
edited out of the audio, a common documentary technique. Compared with the
fictionalized scene in which information is dictated between newsrooms and the grainy
footage of the cadavers on the ground, this description of La Malinche and the
sociopolitical characteristics of San Miguel de Canoa holds more credible weight.
Though it could easily serve as the first sequence in the film, Cazals strategically places
this expository presentation of La Malinche as the film’s fourth sequence. The filmic
content is first presented as nonfiction (“Esto sí sucedió”), then as fictionalized action
(the recreation of the scene in which the facts of the murders are transmitted to the
newspapers), then as testimony of individual mourning (a handheld camera captures
the corpses on the ground), and finally as a pseudo-historical documentary. From the
start, viewers are instructed to question each source of information.
In Crafting Truth: Documentary Form and Meaning, Louise Spence and Vinicius
Navarro explore what makes a documentary. They insist that, though documentaries
are often thought to be truthful illustrations of the world, they are authored
manipulations that incite viewers to take up a distinct historical perspective. Spence and
Navarro quote historian Hayden White in declaring that the “documentarian ‘translates
telling into knowing’” (Spence and Navarro 2). They also note that authority in

See Bill Nichol’s Representing Reality, in which he characterizes documentary subjects as “social
actors,” who function as a hybrid between the real-life subject and the fictional actor.
2
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documentary often comes from distinct combinations of different kinds of evidence and
information (60), explaining:
Isolated sources can tell us a great deal about a particular subject, and they
can reveal something about the way filmmakers approach the historical
world. When we watch a documentary, though, we usually look at each
source in relation to the others. It is the overall arrangement of the
materials, the ‘dialogue’ between them that makes them meaningful. (60)
The multiplicity of sources that we see in Canoa functions differently. The different
layers of factual and fictitious information that are placed in conversation with each
other reveal Cazals’ authorial control. Documentary authority is usually garnered
through the conventions like the voice-of-God narration that we see in Canoa and
seamless combination of sources into a coherent narrative. Though Canoa does place
viewers in alliance with the narrator (played by Salvador Sánchez), it invites them to
take up his position, which is, in the words of Sánchez Prado “notablemente escéptico”
throughout the film. After his introduction in the fields, the narrator continues to
provide sociological information about the town, including its faltering education
system and lack of nutrition for the residents, once again serving as an “official voice”
of authority both on screen and off. Thanks to dramatic irony and the film’s opening
intertitles, viewers are aware that something terrible is about to happen, and this
narrator is once again placed in alliance with the spectators as he declares “en este
pueblo va a suceder algo de chingadera.”
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Even in his skepticism, the vehicle of this juxtaposition of facticity and
fictionality in the film is the narrator, who functions as both a fictional character within
the diegetic events unfolding on screen and a storytelling voice of authority. Through
the former, the narrator both contributes what Bill Nichols characterizes as “the aura of
truthfulness” (Representing Reality 21) and, at the same time, allows for the viewers to
connect with what they see on screen as they would in the case of a fiction film. Nichols
argues that, in the case of expository documentaries
[t]he empathetic identification with characters so common in fiction will
remain tenuous but that the intellectual and emotional engagement with a
topic, issue, or problem will gain in prominence and be mediated by the
conventions and rhetoric of objectivity. (Representing Reality 30)
Canoa capitalizes on the empathetic opportunities afforded by both documentary and
fiction. While it relies on the construction of a narrative that is framed by the real events
being recreated on screen to both propel the plot and to emphasize the seriousness of
the on-screen violence, this same construction bears fictive elements, such as the
melodramatic conventions that we see in El castillo de la pureza. The result of this
combination of cinematic devices is a work that critically exposes the September 14,
1968 event and inspires an emotional response.
Rather than debate whether Canoa is more of a documentary or a fiction film, I
aim to contemplate how particular structural and stylistic elements of the film interact
to produce a work that borrows from both cinematic categories in order to maximize
the potential to both transmit information and to reach the spectator on an emotional
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level. As the specialist literature often argues, the documentary genre, though rooted in
truth, contains elements that are inherently and unavoidably fictional. For example,
Nichols’ 2001 essay “Documentary Film and the Modernist Avant Garde” featured in
Speaking Truths with Film: Evidence, Ethics, Politics in Documentary (2016) elucidates the
fictionalizing qualities shared by the two categories listed in the article’s title.
Historically, documentary has emerged in connection with, or as a response to
state and social issues (Nichols, Representing Reality 15). This is important when
considering the documentary elements of Canoa. In Representing Reality, Nichols affirms
the inherent relationship between documentary and the state, claiming “[d]ocumentary
film emerges, or contests the power of the state; that is, it addresses issues of public
importance and affirms or contests the role of the state in confronting these issues” (15).
In implementing documentary techniques in a fictionalized film whose content is
directly related to powers of the state, Cazals instructs the viewer to view the diegetic
issues on screen as problems that extend beyond the reach of the fictionalized world
that he depicts.
To analyze the ways in which fact and fiction coincide in the production of
Canoa, this study now turns to a close reading of two other critical scenes in the film. As
previously mentioned, the first sensorial stimulus introduced in the film is the sound of
a phone ringing. As the phone rings, the screen remains black during the first few
seconds, then there is a medium shot of a man with a typewriter and someone dictating
the details of the tragedy to him. The reporter repeats everything being said to him out
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loud, expressing surprise as he notes the details. A shot-reverse-shot transition shows
the man on the other end of the telephone surrounded by stacks of papers. The diegetic
sound of the typewriter is the most prevalent detail of the scene. This scene is
significant because though it is clearly staged for the camera, the mise-en-scène (carefully
chosen shots, dramatic lighting, and emphatic sound) suggests that what unfolds in the
film is not only a dramatic recreation of the events—it emphasizes the importance of the
act of reporting and relaying information within the context of the Canoa massacre 3, a
theme that will be further discussed in my analysis of Las Poquianchis. This scene makes
obvious how the immediacy of such dictation reporting hinders the development of a
“complete” story; though the reporter is seen covertly expressing surprise, what takes
precedence in the fast-paced newsroom in which he works are the facts themselves.
Cazals’ insistence on the transcription of facts here highlights the documentary
intentions in his film.
The third sequence to the film alters, once again, the visual and temporal register
of the action. Briefly mentioned above, this scene is composed of a series of traveling
shots in black and white of cadavers on the ground and people walking around these
bodies in San Miguel de Canoa, recreated of course for Cazals’ film. There are both high
and low angle shots, made with a handheld camera. Though there is no diegetic sound,
people’s mouths are moving. The only thing that can be heard during this scene is the
sound of the film reel advancing. The black and white footage coupled with this sound

3

Film scholar Kerry Hegarty emphasizes the importance of news media in the film Canoa (180).
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heighten the gravity of the violence that is known to have taken place in Canoa. While
the most significant elements of this sequence are the aural details, there is a visual
parallel between this sequence and the traveling shots at the end of the film that show
the victim’s bodies in color. Additionally, the unsteady images of the contorted
cadavers lying on the ground captured by the handheld camera present a contrast to the
film’s very first shots in which we see the constructed scene in which reporters are
feverishly relaying news of the violence to one another. While sound proves to be
fundamental in this first sequence—the clatter of typewriters and incessant ring of the
phone dominate the soundtrack—the lone sound of the camera reel in this third
sequence forces a contemplation on the bodies themselves. Whereas the previous two
sequences extrapolate the violence that took place at Canoa into commentaries on news
reporting and Mexican pride, this sequence—through lack of sound—forces the viewer
to come to face-to-face with the violence that has occurred.
Documentary elements are thus present in these first four sequences in which we
learn—through four different ways—of the violent incident that has occurred before the
commencement of the film’s action. There is also a clear fictionalization of the event,
whether it be through the exaggerated sound of the typewriter commanded by the
flustered reporters in the first scene or the altered tone of the narrator in the fourth. The
negotiation between fact and fiction that develops throughout Canoa justifies the film’s
categorization by some critics as a horror production. Canoa is a film that relies on
generic transgressions; in the words of Solórzano, it is “a film that juxtaposes styles in
order to provoke a loss of control and sense of estrangement in its audience.” This loss
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of control derives from the suggestion of the presence of documentary and then the
transformation of this same documentary material into a highly dramatic, fictionalized
recreation. Solórzano aptly names her article “The Devil in Disguise” within the shifting
perspectives that the film offers. She contends that
Canoa is a film of prophecy, another variant of the religious horror movie.
If the story were told solely from the point of view of the townspeople, it
would show the arrival of five Antichrists, as the priest pronounces them.
Although as viewers we do not participate in the priest’s religious
fantasies, we see that the terror they induce is real.
In addition to the eerily prophetic details through which the entire film is framed (time
stamping, the multiple opening sequences, and the narrators ongoing commentary), the
camerawork also suggests both the constructed nature of telling the story of the event
and the dramatic arena in which it takes place. Many of the shots throughout the film
are high or low angle shots—shots that would be unnatural, if not impossible in a “realtime” documentary. These shots exaggerate the performers’ dramatic performance
style. Aside from the continuous black and white traveling handheld shot through
which we see the wounded bodies, most of the film is captured through a series of shots
produced by a static camera. In a journalistic review of the film published at the time of
the film’s screening at the 1998 Berlinale, El Heraldo comments that this lack of
movement4 presents the diegetic action “como si lo que se viera fuera un cuadro de

Kerry Hegarty posits that the film utilizes a “modern visual language” in spite of what she
characterizes as a “conservative narrative language.” While the film does indeed rely on a
4
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pintura en donde ocurre todo” (1). In likening the film to a painting, this review
suggests that the action is neatly packaged into a frame. This frame through which the
spectator witnesses the on screen—and real life—crimes, is a privileged one. Cazals’
camera grants the spectator access to the enclosure—both literal and figurative—in
which the victims are trapped. From inside the storeowners Lucas (Ernesto Gómez
Cruz)’s home, we quickly realize (as do the victims) that the supposed “communists”
who have arrived in town are the hikers from Puebla. Just as he delicately navigates the
realms of fact and fiction in his film, Cazals meticulously calculates moments of
revelation in Canoa in order to heighten the suspense, and consequently, the horror of
what is seen on screen. The lack of resolution or recognition of the terrible events that
have occurred at the end of the film exemplifies this horror. Solórzano writes
Ultimately, Canoa is a horror movie in the way it concludes—or in the way
it does not conclude. The horror film generally proposes as its outcome a
seeming return to normalcy. In one way or another, the viewer is made
aware that evil—in whatever form it has taken—has not been eradicated.
The more characters celebrate the return to normalcy, the more it is
suggested that the demons have infiltrated daily life.
Just as it has no definitive beginning, so it has no definitive ending. In a sense, Canoa
foresees the critical reception of the film. Like the events that it depicts, the film presents
transgressive visual language, as explained by the much agreed upon hybrid genre of Canoa,
reducing the plot to a “traditional narrative language” discards the complex sequencing of
events that we see on screen. Still, Hegarty’s article proves useful as it offers a reading into the
structural nuances of Canoa.
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itself as an unjustly closed case that, though fascinating, can easily be relegated to the
immensely polemical archive of 1968. However, in doing so, Canoa becomes even more
disturbing. The film relies on the awareness of the spectator and it forces us to consider
how we perceive not only this event, but all incidents of terrible violence. Through
fiction that hinges on fact, and fact whose essence relies on the exaggerations afforded
by fiction, Canoa illustrates a gaping lack of attention paid to the September 14
massacre. It gives a voice to those who have, in many senses, been forgotten, while at
the same time it condemns the amnesia to which these events have been relegated.
In 1975, Felipe Cazals made a second film that similarly treats a recent violent
event: Las Poquianchis. The film details the crimes of “Las Mujeres Poquianchis5,” a
group of murderous women whose reign of terror included deceptively recruiting
young women and girls to work at their various brothels throughout the 1930s, 40s, and
50s, and eventually murdering scores of these women and their infant children. As
explained by Hannah Scott, author of The Enclyclopedia of Latin American History and
Culture article on the case, the three main perpetrators—Delfina, María de Jesús, and
María Luis González Valenzuela—kidnapped and held at least two thousand women
captive (some of whom later gave birth during their captivity) during their terrifying
tenure as owners of the bars/brothels “México Lindo” and “Guadalajara de Noche”
(437). Like the first two films explored in this chapter, Las Poquianchis treats this real
Though the fictional film uses “Poquianchis” as an official bar name, Eva Leticia Ramírez
explains that the term was “el sobrenombre de un homosexual que trabajó en un prostíbulo en
León Guanajuato. Cuando el burdel se hizo famoso, la gente empezó a referirse al lugar como
‘El Poquianchis.’” (174)
5
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historical (violent) event while moving through different registers of factual and
fictional cinematic resources that demonstrate the finesse of filmic techniques during
this supposedly lost period in Mexican cinematic history.
In fact, some scenes from Cazals’ film are taken directly from the real-life
criminal investigation, as described by Charlotte Lange, author of “The ‘Truth’ Behind a
Scandal: Jorge Ibarguenoitia’s Las muertas.” Lange’s article focuses on the similarities
between the discovery of the ninety-one corpses buried by the González Valenzuela
sisters and subsequent legal investigation and the 1977 novel titled Las muertas by Jorge
Ibarguengoitia. Though Cazals’ film precedes the novel by two years, all academic
production centering on the case focuses on Ibarguengoitia’s not Cazals’ fictional
iteration of the events, demonstrating that though high-quality cinema was created
during this decade, recognition of this cinema remains minimal at the time of its
production. Lange’s article explores how Las muertas illustrates the proliferation of the
“creative nonfiction” genre (457), mentioning how Ibarguengoitia takes creative
liberties, especially with sequencing and dialogue. Though Lange’s study focuses on the
literary work associated with the Poquianchis tragedy, it presents an interpretation
parallel to my treatment of the three films that I analyze in this chapter. El castillo de la
pureza, Canoa, and Las Poquianchis all deal with works of “creative nonfiction.”
The story of the Poquianchis women was a well-known case, as cited by Eva
Leticia Ramírez, author of the thesis “Del documento a la ficción: Formas de crítica
social en la literatura mexicana contemporánea.” Ramírez writes:
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La noticia, que apareció en la primera plana de los periódicos regionales,
también fue reportada por todos los medios de comunicación masiva en
México y en algunos periódicos internacionales. El hecho fue ampliamente
comentado y discutido por mucho tiempo en todos los ámbitos sociales
mexicanos, particularmente en Guanajuato y Jalisco, el estado donde eran
originarios tanto las hermanas González Valenzuela como algunas de las
mujeres rescatadas por la policía. (Ramírez 169)
Despite the large amount of press attention given to the Poquianchis case, or perhaps
because of so much journalistic hype, the case has become overshadowed by its very
reporting. In other words, as proven by Cazals’ film, the act of reporting the case is
more memorable in the public imaginary than what was actually reported. Ramírez,
like Lange, emphasizes the significance and sensational quality of this reporting.
Similar to Canoa, one of the most prominent registers of Las Poquianchis is scenes
featuring newspaper photographers snapping cameras and hastily procuring details of
the crime through assertive interviews. In fact, the two films feature parallel opening
sequences. Just as Canoa begins with phone calls to the Puebla newspaper that will print
the news of the recent murders outside of La Malinche, Las Poquianchis begins with onsite coverage of the excavation of bodies from the González Valenzuelas’ lawn. As
mentioned above, Canoa relies heavily on aural stimuli—the clanking of typewriter keys
and the ringing of the telephone—in its first moments. Through sound, Cazals conveys
the urgency of the tragic news. Conversely, Las Poquianchis’ opening sequence is
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dominated by the visual. While the first plane is nondescript, an upward pan reveals
crowds of reporters with cameras pointed at the earth. Before we see what the reporters
are photographing—which happens to be the cadaver’s hand protruding from the
ground—there is significant attention paid to the reporters themselves. In other words,
they take precedence over the scores of murdered bodies that will soon be pulled from
the earth.
Like El castillo de la pureza, Las Poquianchis achieves an emotional response from
the viewer with melodramatic, not somber details. After the shots of hurried reporters,
the camera enters the González Valenzuela home, revealing the women who are still
trapped inside. The interior of the house proves to be just as chaotic as the excavation
scene outside, as tracking shots follow police officers releasing victims from cells. Still,
the journalistic takes precedent over the legal here, as the victims face camera flashes
within nanoseconds of their liberation. The chaos continues as the women run outside
and come face-to-face with the perpetrators yelling “¡Tú mataste a mi hermana!” at the
disgraced character later revealed to be one of the González Valenzuela sisters.
The familial link continues as the camera, which has remained mobile in the first
few moments of the film, fixates on the somber expression of a middle-aged man. A
change in the visual register, similar to the one we saw throughout the opening
sequences of Canoa, occurs here. The screen reveals the film’s first intertitle, “1951,” and
exaggerates this temporal shift through a switch to grainy black and white images. The
man, Don Rosario (Jorge Martínez de Hoyos), whose somber gaze concludes the
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opening sequence is featured at his rural home thirteen years prior to his witnessing of
the exhumation. His two eldest daughters María Rosa (Tina Romero) and Adelina
(played by Diana Bracho of El castillo de la pureza) are escorted from the home by the
“Capitán” (Enrique Lucero, who happens to play the role of the priest in Canoa), with
the promise that restaurant work will solve their current food insecurity. As the young
women leave their father’s impoverished abode, viewers are already aware of the
violence that awaits them.
Though Cazals uses intertitles throughout Canoa to place his action on specific
dates, the use of intertitles for time stamping is irregular in Las Poquianchis. The second
sequence is clearly marked as 1951 by both the intertitle and use of black and white
footage and the next is designated as January 21, 1964 through the diegetic presence of a
calendar page stuck on that date. Indeed, 1964 was the year in which the González
Valenzuela sisters were busted for their crimes, a fact supported by the audio of this
scene. As the camera fixates on the calendar date, an authoritative voice enumerates the
sisters’ crimes, saying:
homicidio calificado, plagio y secuestro, asociación delictuosa, lenocinio,
violación sexual, lesiones, corrupción de menores, amenazas, violaciones
de las leyes de inhuminación, trato de blancas…
The camera traces the source of this list to a seated police officer, then travels upward
as it tracks Eva (Ana Ofelia Murguía) in her denial of the crimes.
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The copresence of criminals, law enforcement, and reporters continues
throughout the film. As one of the “Poquianchis” women enters a police station to
declare her innocence (despite self-identifying as an accomplice in the brothel scheme),
the first shot features the woman speaking to a lone detective. The next reveals the jail
cell that lies adjacent to the detective’s desk, now inhabited by a man shown in the
previous sequence inside the Poquianchis bar. The third is more revealing, as it depicts
the crowd of reporters that remains present throughout the work, in addition to don
Rosario, who asks the jailed criminal “¿Dónde está mi hija, cabrón?” The film
sequencing continually makes connections between past and present, elucidating the
past moments in which those presently accused of abuse and femicide are proven
guilty. In this sense, cinema proves a more privileged medium for storytelling than
newspapers, as the combination of shots, editing, and use of sound allow viewers to
fully understand the perverse nature of the case.
Like Canoa and El castillo de la pureza, Las Poquianchis uses melodrama to convey
moments of extreme violence. However, it also presents a binary between different
violent situations in its multi-layered telling of the years 1951-1964. As shown in the
film’s second sequence discussed above, don Rosario’s two eldest daughters are
instructed to leave home to provide food and money for the rest of their family. In
another black and white flashback to 1951, don Rosario speaks with another rural
farmer about the precarity of their landownership. In a third flashback, a shocking
shooting occurs on this very land, striking men dead in the middle of the field. As a
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long shot captures the men running across the field for their lives, the lone diegetic
sound of gunshots makes the scene eerily calm. In contrast, in one of the film’s most
brutal murder scenes, the González Valenzuela sisters instruct their captives to savagely
attack a woman who has fallen from their graces, and the entire crowd beats the filth
covered victim to death with their sandals. This scene is accompanied by the
painstaking sounds of the victim’s cry for help, which are met by the aggression of the
mob. The contrast in these two murder scenes—the one in the field at the hands of
businessmen and the one in the Poquianchis house—demonstrate the particularity with
which the Poquianchis case was treated by the press. Though both are scenes of gross
violence, the exaggeration of the suffering in the Poquianchis house suggests a
journalistic valorization of the abject within the domestic space over the violent conflict
of landownership, which is not so novel in Mexican history.
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These three works demonstrate fictional cinema’s ability to construct historical
events. Instead of negating the onscreen historical reality, the fictional elements of El
castillo de la pureza, Canoa, and Las Poquianchis allow the viewer to appreciate the
complexity of each film’s respective crime. In “The Value of Narrativity in the
Representation of Reality,” Hayden White describes how narrativization, that is,
imposing on reality the form of a story with its beginning, middle and end (2), guides our
understanding of the past. White goes on to say that “history” does not naturally fit into
a story, contending that “narrative becomes a problem only when we wish to give real
events the form of a story” (4). He suggests that narrative, by its very nature, threatens
the foundations of history, whose goal is to search for meaning through “a perspective
that looks out on the world” (2).
El castillo de la pureza, Canoa, and Las Poquianchis corroborate White’s analysis of
the relationship between discourse and history, by displaying how the latter is
constructed and by refusing to give to the events “the formal coherency that only stories
possess” (20). All three films serve as lasting records—although they are partially
fictional—of violent events of the past. Their filmic constructions present the potential to
better understand Mexico’s violent past, on both a local and national level. White posits
that events become real when we talk about them, declaring “In order to qualify as
historical, an event must be susceptible to at least two narrations of its occurrence” (20).
Thus, in reproducing these crimes of the past, these directors are contributing to our
historical understanding of these very crimes and their aftermaths. Just as El castillo de la
pureza helps us to understand the dangers of the puritanical patriarch, Canoa contributes
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to the 1968 archive by illustrating a little known, but important event. Furthermore, Las
Poquianchis elucidates the intricacies of journalistic practice, reminding us of the dangers
of the scandal of a crime superseding the value of its victims. In their captivating portraits
of these unfortunate events, Ripstein and Cazals generate a gaze that is both creative and
critical.
White writes “narrative in general, from the folktale to the novel, from the annals
to the fully realized ‘history,’ has to do with the topics of law, legality, legitimacy, or,
more generally authority,”(13). In their manipulations of the fictional/documentary
boundaries, Ripstein and Cazals create texts of great aesthetic and narrative value even
as they aspire to social and historical legitimacy and authority.
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Chapter 2: Photography and Urban Encounter in the New Millennium:
Temporada de patos (Fernando Eimbcke, 2003) and Año uña (Jonas Cuarón,
2007)

The turn of the century and the defeat of the PRI after seventy-one years of
power brought many changes to Mexico’s cinematic climate. As Misha MacLaird
explains in Aesthetics and Politics in the Mexican Film Industry (2013), there is a parallel
between the transition to democracy in the years following the end of the PRI and the
revival of Mexican film culture (2). This chapter is situated within the climate of this
newly recovered cinematic effervescence6 at the start of the millennium, however, it
aims to recognize lesser-known productions whose success is marked by festival
popularity instead of commercial acclaim. Temporada de patos (Fernando Eimbcke, 2003)
and Año uña (Jonás Cuarón, 2007) are artfully designed works that exaggerate the
conventions of cinema through a minimalist aesthetic. Unlike the blockbuster
productions that led to the international success of the three amigos, Temporada de patos
and Año uña were successful exclusively in the film festival circuit. In fact, until now,
Año uña has received no academic attention. Though there are shared themes among
these two films and the turn-of-the-century works that bridged Mexican production and
Hollywood, these independent films bring fresh perspective to Mexican cinematic

This time marks the rise of the three amigos—Alejandro González Iñárrituu, Alfonso Cuarón,
and Guillermo del Toro—and their subsequent departure from Mexico to work in Hollywood.
6
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production in the new millennium. Both films are sardonic interpretations of existential
crises that result from the neoliberal climate of 2000s Mexico.
Thematically, they differ from the commercially successful films of the decade.
As MacLaird notes, there is a trend towards hyperbolic desperation and neoliberal
economic ascension at the start of the decade. She writes:
recent Mexican cinema is heavy with a sense of fatalism , which serves to
reveal the ideology of neoliberalism in two separate veins of its narrative
and aesthetic content: in this time period we have a proliferation of violent
tragedies depicting the lives of “predestined” characters of the lower
classes who are unable to transcend their lived damnation, countered by
an abundance of romantic comedies showing the upper classes as swiftly
moving toward global citizenship by embracing the existential can-doisms
of capitalistic entrepreneurship. (10)
While Temporada de patos and Año uña have traces of this “capitalistic entrepreneurship”
to which MacLaird refers, their plotlines are devoid of the spectacular violence that
characterizes many of Mexico’s well-known films from this decade. Instead, they focus
on dramas and conflicts of everyday life.
Temporada de patos illustrates a mundane Sunday in the life of its three teenaged
protagonists. When a pizza delivery arrives just a few seconds too late, they refuse to
pay the pizza employee, Ulises (who happens to be the only character we see outside
Tlatelolco, the housing complex where the film takes place), and instead, challenge him
to an Xbox game of Halo. The winner is guaranteed to leave with the pizza and money,
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while the loser leaves with nothing. Rather than argue with the adolescents, Ulises
agrees on the condition that they play FIFA instead of Halo and proves to be a worthy
competitor among the adolescents. Aside from the initial establishing shots of the
surrounding urban area, Ulises’ arrival via motorbike at the apartment, Ulises’
memories of working at a dog pound, and pot brownie induced dream sequences,
Temporada de patos takes place exclusively within the apartment.
In this film that is shot in black and white, the spectator is transported to the
middle-class housing complex built by Mario Pani. Temporada de patos features slowpaced camerawork that arrests the moment of filming as if it were shot by a still
photographic camera instead of a cinematic one. As its name suggests, the Conjunto
Urbano Nonoalco Tlatelolco is in the Plaza de las Tres Culturas, the site of the infamous
1968 Tlatelolco massacre. Though, aside from the setting of Temporada de patos, the
massacre is absent from the film, I argue that the cinematographic techniques through
which the filmic narrative is constructed portray the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco
Tlatelolco as a site of mourning. In its tranquility, the film invokes a contemplation on
the perceived perpetuation of the idea of a spectacularly violent Mexico. Black and
white images, minimal diegetic sound, and apparently motionless shots suggest that
perhaps the violence that took place on October 2, 1968 still permeates the Conjunto and
the surrounding plaza. Coupled incongruously with the frivolous narrative of the film,
these cinematic techniques depict the Conjunto as a zone of stagnation that is in direct
contrast to the original concept of its construction.
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This chapter explores the link between Temporada de patos and the October 1968
event, arguing that, though the massacre is never mentioned in Eimbcke’s work,
through its camerawork, editing, and mise-en-scène, the film bears the photographic
trace of the location (the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco Tlatelolco) that Samuel Steinberg,
in his book Photopoetics at Tlatelolco: Afterimages of Mexico, 1968, argues is the
fundamental aspect of the Tlatelolco archive. In my reading of Temporada de patos, I
allude to the earlier film, Rojo amanecer (Jorge Fons, 1989). Steinberg suggests that as the
first cinematic iteration of the 1968 massacre, Rojo amanecer makes a fundamental
contribution to the archive of the event, as well as provides insight into how different
media are employed in the historization of Tlatelolco. My reading of Temporada de patos,
combined with the history inscribed in its setting, demonstrates that Tlatelolco grief still
permeates the site of the massacre decades after the tragedy.
Like Temporada de patos, Año uña takes place in early 2000s Mexico City. As is the
case with the characters of Temporada de patos, parental support is largely absent from
the lives of the two adolescent protagonists in Año uña. As Molly, a twenty-one-year-old
college student travels to Mexico repeatedly throughout the filmed year, her growing
closeness with the country and her innocent love interest with fourteen-year-old Diego,
is documented through still photographs. The series of photographs that compensate
for the lack of traditional cinematic footage begin in black in white and gradually
change to color. Unlike Temporada de patos, Año uña’s action is not confined to the
domicile of the family home. Instead, we see Molly interacting with people she meets
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throughout Mexico City, her college life in what appears to be upstate New York, and
in transit between these places.
The film begins with images of Molly in a Mexico City subway station,
attempting to pronounce the station names. Between her attempts to pronounce Nahuaderived toponyms like “Chapultepec,” she comments in voiceover on how photography
offers her a way to learn about Mexican culture during her summer abroad. Rather than
partake in more touristic photographic practices, Molly’s interest lies in everyday places
like the subway station. It seems that she genuinely wants to learn about daily life in
Mexico. Beginning with this opening scene, then, the film establishes photography as a
means of attempting a cultural encounter. The series of images that depict Molly’s
initial excursions in Mexico City and then her return a few months later illustrate the
growing intimacy between her and the people and places with whom she interacts in
Mexico. While Molly continually puts forth an effort towards reaching a sense of
encounter through oral communication—even as she whispers the station names to
herself—it is the image that initially propels the narrative. Nonetheless, it is through
sound that this encounter is eventually realized.
These two films bear several themes in common that will be explored throughout
this chapter. On an aesthetic level, both are filmed in black and white, though Año uña
eventually evolves from greyscale to color. The cinematic shots chosen by each director
incite a contemplation on the relationship between cinema and photography, as the
shots in Temporada de patos have an arrested quality and Año uña is composed of a series
of still images. This chapter elaborates on the relationship between cinema and
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photography, as it explores the overlaps and discrepancies between the two media. I
rely on Laura Mulvey’s Death 24x a Second to connect the thematic content of each film
with the formal conditions through which audiovisual details are conveyed to viewers.
The use of sound also proves fundamental in each film. The slow pace of Temporada de
patos contributes to the aesthetic of mourning that is present throughout; and, in the
case of Año uña sound is what compensates for the visual disjunctures created by the
fragmented images.
Additionally, as this dissertation is concerned with the blurring of boundaries
between documentary and fiction, this chapter will examine the ways in which
history—namely, the Tlatelolco massacre—and fictionalized portrayals of everyday life
are conveyed in Temporada de patos, and Año uña, respectively. Incidentally, both films
feature the same fiction actor, Diego Cataño, who happens to be the younger halfbrother of director Jonás Cuarón. While the production of Eimbcke’s film is more
aligned with the fiction genre, Año uña’s production is directly linked to its hybrid
fiction-documentary plotline and aesthetic. The film’s press book describes the
methodology of production and states:
Para Año uña, Jonás Cuarón tomó fotografías durante
un año, documentando su entorno: imágenes espontáneas,
sin poses ni escenificación, de personas en sus vidas
cotidianas. Mientras tomaba las fotos estaba consciente que
con ellas iba a hacer una película, pero no existía argumento
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porque los eventos registrados en el año proporcionarían los
personajes, la temática y la historia.
Al final de año, junto con Eireann Harper, Jonás
montó los miles de impresiones fotográficas en una
habitación, ordenándolas en escenas compuestas de tomas.
Comenzaron a emerger constantes. Dos personas aparecían
con mayor frecuencia: su novia Eireann y su hermano Diego,
que se convirtieron en los protagonistas de la historia.
(Esperanto Filmoj)
This methodology results in a film composed of documentary elements. Though Molly
is a fictional construction derived from the photographs of Harper, the moments and
interactions captured between Harper and Diego are real. If we are to believe the
account in the press book, then, retroactive editing is responsible for the fictionalization
of these images. When fashioned into a fictional plot, these photographs depict the
everyday experiences of Molly and the people that surround her during that year,
whose enigmatic name comes from the persistent toenail pain suffered by Diego, the
male protagonist.
Mario Pani completed the construction of the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco
Tlatelolco in 1964. Though not the only modern structure built by Pani—he constructed
two smaller projects in the 1950s7—with its three buildings and 1,500 apartments, the

Pani was also fundamental to the construction of Satélite, the Mexico City suburb seen in
Museo (Alonso Ruizpalacios, 2018), which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
7
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Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco Tlatelolco was, by far, the largest. As David M.J. Wood has
described in his article “Utopías y maneras de ver en Tlatelolco: Temporada de patos,” the
massive buildings represented “una arquitectura moderna, ordenada e higiénica” (18).
Despite Pani’s efforts to construct a complex that would forge a new age in modern
architecture, he could not erase the history already inscribed on the place. As Rubén
Gallo, author of “Modernist Ruins: The Case Study of Tlatelolco” explains, “Pani dug
into the ground at Tlatelolco and found a pyramid. He continued with the project and
named the place the Plaza de las Tres Culturas.” The plaza, then, is the clashing point of
the three cultures to which this name refers: indigenous, Spanish, and mestizo. Gallo
invokes the haunting enacted on this site, noting:
Housing blocks represented the triumph of order and
rational principles over living spaces; the pyramid, in
contrast, was an alarming reminder that the irrational forces
associated with the Aztecs—ritual murder and human
sacrifice—persisted in twentieth century Mexico. (110)
Steinberg suggests that Mexican culture has long been regarded as a culture of sacrifice
(8), a point supported by Octavio Paz’s writings on the theme. Jacqueline E. Bixler,
author of ”1968 Archiving Amnesia: Tlatelolco and the Artfulness of Memory”
references the same collective understanding of Mexico’s inherently violent nature. She
states:
Violent death is unfortunately nothing new in Mexico, home
to the Spanish Conquest, the 1910 Revolution, the deadly
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earthquake of 1985, the 1994 Chiapas uprising, femicides,
drug cartels, mass graves, and the presumed slaughter of
forty-three disappeared students in 2014 in rural
Ayotzinapa. (203-4)
Bixler’s tragic enumeration of the great many catastrophes of Mexican history
demonstrates the academic and cultural fixation on Mexican suffering. As a scholar
from the United States, she displays the often hyperbolic perception of Mexico’s violent
history, as Mexico is not the only geographic area to have experienced violence. This
paper frames Temporada de patos and the film’s criticism within this fixation on suffering,
but also emphasizes that this violence is often exaggerated by geopolitical prejudices.
Though Mexico is not a universally violent country and the tragic nature of events like
the 1910 Revolution is debatable, the violence of the 1968 massacre was directly linked
to the architecture of its setting. The site of the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco Tlatelolco,
then, seems condemned to be a theater of atrocities, despite the intended push towards
a hygienic modernity in the project.
While it shares a setting with the infamous and bloody 1968 Massacre, Temporada
de patos is not a violent film. Or rather, it is devoid of an explicitly violent act. Instead,
viewers are, I would argue, invited to meditate on the violence inscribed on the site
itself. The buildings play a central role in the mise-en-scène of the opening sequence, as
the film features several low angle shots of the enormous complex looming over the
camera, blocking out all but a sliver of what is a presumably blue sky. In doing so,
Eimbcke surreptitiously invokes the fatal event. The trauma of the Tlatelolco shooting
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was exacerbated by the fact that was that the buildings that frame the Plaza de las Tres
Culturas effectively trapped the student victims within the square. Anyone familiar
with the threatening architecture that facilitated the slaughter can easily imagine
snipers perched atop the buildings that we see in Eimbcke’s shots.
In addition to demonstrating the fatal physical space of the Plaza de las Tres
Culturas, Temporada de patos also demonstrates the infamy of the Conjunto Urbano
Nonoalco Tlatelolco following 1968, counterintuitive given its initial utopianism. Steady
shots filmed with a fixed camera depicting a bicycle, playground swings, and a
highway deceptively merge the photographic and cinematic media. In fact, the first
shot, a low angle plane of the Tlatelolco housing complex, first appears to be a
photograph. The stillness in this shot is matched by the following immobile image of an
abandoned bicycle. A subtle breeze in this bicycle shot alerts us that what we are seeing
is not a sequence of photographs, but rather, cinematic clips filmed with a steady
camera in what appears to be a quiet, abandoned area. If we return to the impetus
behind Pani’s gigantesque housing complex, this abandoned scene does not align with
its purpose. A bicycle missing a wheel, a basketball hoop with no net, and no visible
human inhabitants are just a few of the elements of urban decay seen in this opening
sequence. It should be noted that the Tlatelolco massacre was not the only tragedy that
occurred at this site in the 20th century. The 1985 earthquake that devastated Mexico
City caused one of the Tlatelolco buildings to collapse, resulting in hundreds of deaths.
The eerie calmness of these shots is uncharacteristic of Mexico City, as such scenes of
unsettling urban tranquility in abandonment are atypical of the metropolis.
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Photography and visual graphics have long been regarded as the preferred
media for the historicization of the Tlatleolco massacre. In the tumultuous months
leading up to the October massacre, protesters appropriated the design of the upcoming
summer Olympics, which began on October 12, in an act that “reflects the incongruous
combination of international showcasing and bloody repression that Mexico
experienced between July and October 1968” (Bixler 207). Bixler emphasizes the
impulse to document Tlatelolco, which was to squander the government mandated
amnesia of the event in the days leading up to Mexico’s hosting of the Olympics.
Temporada de patos contains the trace of this imposed amnesia, as it features several low
angle shots of the looming architectural structures in which students were trapped
during their slaughter and emphasizes the location of the film through the address used
for the pizza delivery. Two well-known books were published in the years following
the massacre: Carlos Monsiváis’ Dias de guardar and Elena Poniatowska’s La noche de
Tlatelolco. Both 1971 crónicas feature photographs of the massacre that precede their
writing. If we think about the shared use of photography in Temporada de patos and
these crónicas, and the vastly different way in which the medium is employed,
photography’s power to arrest becomes clear. Whereas this arrest in Monsiváis and
Poniatowksa’s work leaves the reader trapped in the moment of tragedy, confronting
the anguished faces of the victims, Eimbcke’s film arrests viewers in the uncomfortable
stagnation of collective amnesia. Steinberg emphasizes the clandestinely violent
potential of the photographic camera and links this visual violence to the physical
violence of the massacre. He writes, “To photograph Tlatelolco is also to hold a gun in
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Tlatelolco; to look through the lens, to focus, is to look down the scope, through the
sight, to take aim” (53). The link between the photographic camera and a firearm is not
exclusive to Tlatelolco. In On Photography, Susan Sontag notes the shared English word
for expelling bullets and capturing images: to shoot (15).
Aside from the Tlatelolco massacre, Wood cites another historic event that the
housing complex continues to symbolize: the onset of neoliberal politics in Mexico (17).
Wood justifies his claim noting the catastrophic effects of the infamous 1985 earthquake
on the complex, and the lack of proper reconstruction following the natural disaster.
Though there is no clear evidence as to why the buildings appear abandoned in
Temporada de patos, we can attribute the urban abandonment seen on screen to
government neglect in the wake of tragedy.
Eimbcke’s film is of course not the only early 2000s Mexican work that illustrates
Mexico City in structural, moral, and economic distress. Two earlier works—Amores
perros (Alejandro G. Iñárritu, 2000) and Y tu mamá también (Alfonso Cuarón, 2001)—
which are among the most well-known Spanish language films, also deal with the
metropolis in the neoliberal age. Quoting Bruno Bosteels, Steinberg writes:
both [Amores perros and Temporada de patos] “give an account of what is left
in the sixties and seventies at the beginning of the twenty-first century.”
These films […] “confront the viewer with the legacy, not just of
neoliberalism today, but of the earlier dreams to ‘put society back
together’ without seeking refuge in the strictly imaginary.” (126)
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Though there are similarities between Temporada de patos and these two internationally
successful films, Temporada de patos adopts a different view in terms of the collective
potential for city life. Amores perros begins with a terrifying and exhilarating car chase
through city streets. This scene, which will be repeated four more times (each with a
different perspective) throughout the film emphasizes the isolating social strata through
which urban life is constructed. The collision with which this sequence ends is, perhaps,
the only way in which the films main characters—a dogfighting adolescent, a wealthy
Spanish model, and a recently incarcerated assassin—would ever connect in neoliberal
Mexico City.
Y tu mamá también also begins in haste, as its protagonist, Julio, rushes a sexual
encounter with his girlfriend in his last minutes at his family’s home. Much like the
crash that unites the diverse characters of Amores perros, sex is the means through which
the lives of those from different classes converge in Y tu mamá también. Whereas these
two films illustrate the city as a chaotic place inundated with a multiplicity of subjective
gazes, Temporada de patos inspires an objective contemplation of the streets and
buildings themselves. The slight movements seen in the frame within the mise-en-scène
and the minimal diegetic sound force the viewer to focus on what remains when the
fleeting gust of wind and the birds pass: the building and architectural structures in the
city. The images and their transitions—which marked by few seconds of black frames
between shots—mimic a manual projector, thus suggesting the collectivity of a
communal viewing. Through the car chase with which Amores perros begins, the
spectator is encouraged to consider how different perspectives in the modern city
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converge in cinematic form. Amores perros is an example of what Juan Pellicer identifies
as “hyperlink cinema” (482), a network narrative format that links its plotline through
interpersonal relationships among a diverse cast. Network narratives rely on the
subjectivity of each perspective, often emphasizing the diverse connections between
different points of view. Conversely, the sequence of almost still black and white shots
at the beginning of Temporada de patos is a meditation on the collective history of shared
city space, haunted by the absence of its citizens.
Eimbcke’s camera retains similarities to still photography throughout the film,
capturing neatly framed scenes of the adolescents passing time in the urban apartment.
Wood emphasizes the use of multiple framing here, noting that as Flama and Moko
begin their Xbox game, viewers can observe up to sixteen frames within the cinematic
shots. For example, the wall behind the television set is adorned with six small
paintings and two family photographs. A similar special spatial division occurs within
and surrounding the television set, as the Xbox screen is divided into four and then
framed once again by the physical structure of the entertainment system, which features
yet another frame for its sound component. One more lies within the lamp that frames
Moko’s head, and then, of course, we have the frame of Eimbcke’s camera through
which we see all these details. Wood summarizes the significance of the film’s
geometric organization in this scene stating, “Los marcos y cuadros, aquí y en el filme
en general, son formas de entrar, de sentir o de intervenir en diversas dimensiones,
utopías, o vías de escape” (15). In his study, Wood references the two aforementioned
tragedies—the October 1968 massacre and the September 1985 earthquake—and their
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relationship to the buildings that we see in Eimbcke’s film, describing the space as “un
lugubre paisaje urbano caracterizado por la inmovilidad y el silencio” (17). The lack of
typical cinematic stimulation (movement and sound) is compensenated by the complex
spatial organization of the shots.
The multiplicity of frames on screen in this first Xbox scene reverberates
throughout the film, as Eimbcke constantly reproduces the rectangular shape of the
television with other household objects. He frequently places the camera within
domestic items—the stove, the fridge, the microwave, etc.—as Rita, Flama’s precocious
neighbor, attempts to make a cake in the kitchen of apartment 803. This repeated
framing technique suggests an inversion of domestic order; instead of being merely a
setting, the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco Tlatelolco surveils its inhabitants. As Rita
follows an impromptu and noticeably problematic recipe in her cake attempt, the
camera captures each one of her mistakes through the instruments that allow her to
make a complete mess of the domestic space. When she opens the stove, microwave,
and refrigerator, the inanimate kitchen objects provide the lens through which we
witness the destruction of the apartment. This domestic destruction is repeated as
Flama and Moko use a toy gun to shoot every frame hanging on the wall behind the
sofa. As the film concludes, the apartment is in complete disarray, suggesting both the
consequences of being trapped inside and a lack of parental/authoritative supervision
and care. Wood writes:
En su superficie la película, con una hábil espontaneidad cómica, narra las
emociones, las angustias, las frustraciones, los aprendizajes y los fuertes
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enlaces entablados entre un grupo de jóvenes de clase media de la ciudad
de México, encerrados físicamente en el departamento, y psicológicamente
en sus sentimientos, sueños, necesidades y deseos reprimidos. (16)
The apartment itself comes to represent these turbulent adolescent emotions, which are
exacerbated by a lack of familial security. The urban decay with which the film
commences is matched by a subjective confusion implied by the dissolution of the
nuclear family seen throughout the film. As the group sits down with yet another set of
frames, this time a family photo album, Rita brings up the uncomfortable fact of Flama
being the only redhead in his family. Save for the color of his hair—which is not
apparent to the viewer observing in black and white—the group has no evidence to
back up its assertion. Still, all four characters begin a questioning of Flama’s paternity,
eventually concluding that his real father must be a waiter in Acapulco. Like this
absurd inquisition into Flama’s paternity, Rita’s lack of domestic manners that lead to
the destruction of the kitchen and the production of an unsatisfactory cake suggests
both her immaturity and the absence of parental support in her life. In discussing
Eimbcke’s second work, Lake Tahoe (2008), Wolfgang Lasinger notes the motif of the
absent father in Mexican works, writing:
El mito o tema paradigmático de la ausencia del padre ya parece un tópico
en la literatura y el cine de México. Desde la búsqueda de Juan Preciado
en Pedro Paramo de Juan Rulfo o Los olvidados sin padre de Luis Buñuel,
hasta películas recientes como Los mejores temas (2012) de Nicolas Pereda,
la ‘ausencia paterna’ es un motivo recurrente. Lake Tahoe de Fernando
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Eimbcke da a este motivo, con su nítido minimalismo, una expresión
universal. Transcribe el hermetismo mexicano adoptando los recursos
estilísticos de un cine minimalista global con maestría y supera así la
limitación nacional. (Lasinger 625)
Lasinger’s study reminds us of the specific national context to which Temporada de patos
belongs, thus highlighting the nuances of international festival criticism. In the absence
of their real parents, the children are left to entertain themselves. What at first seems
like an ideal setup for the teenagers—being left alone with money to order food—turns
into a period of boredom, self-doubt, and identity crises that ultimately leads Flama to
doubt all that he knows to be true about his family.
Their only source of adult supervision and support is Ulises, who finds himself
in the same state of profound identity questioning as the film’s young people. In a
moment of confession, Ulises tells Flama of his past life as a university veterinary
student and his unfortunate employment at a euthanizing dog pound. He also describes
his dream of raising parakeets, which he confidently declares will make him rich. He is
finally at peace in a marijuana-induced dream sequence of standing within the frame of
a duck painting in the apartment. As an unclothed Ulises stands on the edge of the
painting’s lake, elated to be immersed in the picturesque setting, his cell phone rings,
linking his urban troubles to this rural fantasy. Ulises answers the phone, only to
gleefully tell his boss that he quits. In the wake of its domestic destruction, Apartment
803 eventually becomes the place in which the disillusioned pizza employee is
liberated.
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Wood emphasizes this idea that the film’s aesthetics denote a utopian desire. He
writes “El uso de blanco y negro expresa cierta sensación de ruptura con la
temporalidad mediática hegemónica para fomentar una reflexión sobre las maneras de
imaginar las utopías pasadas, presentes y futuras” (23). Indeed, as much as we see
destruction and decay on screen, we also see many of the characters’ desires come to
fruition. Rita finds familial solidarity in the three male companions with whom she
spends the afternoon; Moko enjoys what is presumably a first and didactic kiss from
Rita; and Ulises is freed from the monotony of his everyday life through his interaction
with the kids. The flirtations between Rita and Moko extend to the third youth, as Moko
cautiously mimics the romantic advances he receives from Rita on Flama. In its
minimalist aesthetic Temporada de patos relies on the quotidian in order to illustrate that
which is most profound: national tragedy, innocence lost, familial dissolution, and the
everchanging landscapes of its characters’ dreams.
Although Año uña demonstrates a parallel interest in minimalism as Temporada de
patos, it does so through its structure rather than its aesthetic. As he restricts the visual
content to 1,600 photographs that are projected in a series, Cuarón’s film demonstrates
that photography alone is insufficient in the construction of narrative. As we see, or
rather hear, as Molly stands in a Mexico City subway station in the first sequence, the
soundtrack proves fundamental in that, most unusually, it reveals both the main
characters’ internal thoughts and their external interactions with those around them.
Though Año uña lacks the visually fluid movement of traditional film, Cuarón grants
agency to his characters through auditory means. Sound is how cultural gaps between
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Molly and Diego’s world are made evident and, eventually, bridged. Año uña thus
presents a world to us in which the encounter plays out both through form
(photography converges with cinema through sound in the film) and content (the film
is ultimately about the bicultural, innocent romance between Molly and Diego).
My analysis of Año uña begins with an exploration of the disjunctions between
stillness (photography) and movement (cinema) in the film and between the
documentary elements and the fiction plot to which it is coupled. As we shall see
throughout the work, Cuarón relies on the ontological conventions of documentary and
the assumption that the characters exist beyond the frame, while, at the same time, he
makes evident the fictive elements through which documentary materials are inevitably
constructed. Indeed, he fabricates a relatively conventional fictional narrative in which
actors play characters who are not themselves in a hesitant and inconclusive love story.
It is significant that while Año uña remains the first and last acting credit for Eireann
Harper as Molly, Diego Cataño (who keeps his name in this film and, as mentioned
earlier, also plays Moko in Temporada de patos) would go on to a successful career in
fiction features. Next, I explore the significance of the soundtrack. I argue that Cuarón’s
use of sound demonstrates the inadequacy of the image—specifically, the fixed image—
to illustrate a totality and define the diegetic space. Finally, I consider the film within
the context of transnational film trends in Mexico, linking the unconventional form of
Año uña to its multicultural plot.
The film constantly plays with the conventions of documentary and those of
fiction. Though the photographs are not the result of “explicit” posing, the act of
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construction remains present in the viewers’ minds thanks to the teasing statement that
precedes the film’s opening action, which reads in both English and Spanish, and is
reminiscent of the previously cited text from the pressbook:
From 2004 to 2005 I photographed my surroundings. At the end of the
year, I ordered the images in such a way that they suggested the following
narrative. These are documentary images. The moments and characters
are real. (Esperanto Filmoj)
The “I” that makes this statement is not identified. Though the film’s action is aligned
with the protagonist Molly, she herself appears in many of the images. The press book
suggests that it is, in fact, Jonás Cuarón making this statement. It is worth noting that
the protagonists are played respectively by the director’s “real-life” girlfriend, and his
younger half-brother. Even though the characters emanate, in part, from Cuarón’s own
life, journalist Arturo Cruz Bárcenas of La Jornada claims paradoxically that the resulting
story is “completamente ficticia.” In casting such suspiciously “fictitious” characters
(his own girlfriend and brother) to play roles that clearly do not align with the actors’
real lives, Cuarón implicitly introduces the question of the inherently documentary or
ontological nature of still photographs. Although the real-life identities of the actors can
be established, in the film they remain characters whose lives are portrayed by those
same actors8, their lives framed within the viewfinder of the camera. Additionally,
Cuarón claims disingenuously that he simply arranged the photographs into an order
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that made sense to him. The story is thus framed and constructed through his own
subjectivity, which is tainted with humor that persistently plays with what the
spectators interpret as real and what they consider to be fiction. The gradual transition
of the photographs from black and white to color suggests what is self-evident from the
self-conscious artifice of the film: that the images, originally taken on a Nikon F2 analog
camera, have been digitally altered during the construction of the narrative. From the
start, the boundaries of real life and diegetic fiction are thus put into question through a
playful and deliberate arrangement of montage.
Individually, each photo is unremarkable. The first few images are overexposed,
out of focus, and grainy. These images emphasize the director’s interest in capturing
everyday experience. The only people in the frame remain unidentified as in the
background as the subway station itself appears ubiquitous. The action is also neatly
framed within the four seasons of a year. The various chapters—which correspond to
summer, fall, winter, and spring—are punctuated by intertitles that feature writing
within a fictional filmstrip. Though these signs are yet another playful addition to the
film (the font is uneven and childlike) their presence on this fictitious film reel is crucial
to our understanding of the relationship between cinema and photography presented in
the film. Reminiscent of the practice of “story-boarding,” a technique that usually
precedes the completion of the motion picture, these alert us to the punctuated nature
of the narrative and the ways in which movement emerges from still images. As the title
of Laura Mulvey’s Death 24x a Second: Stillness and the Moving Image suggests, cinema (at
least in its most basic analogue form), is nothing more than the projection of twenty-
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four still frames within the space of one second. Cuarón exaggerates Mulvey’s
postulation through his exclusive use of analog photographs taken on an analog
camera, as explained by the press book. And as the breaks between shots are made
more evident using still photographs, the action is decelerated.
Mulvey argues that filmic narrative is naturally achieved through movement on
screen. She writes
Cinema’s forward movement, the successive order of film, merges easily
into the order of narrative. Linearity, causality, and the linking figure of
metonymy, all crucial events in storytelling, find a correspondence in the
unfolding, forward direction of film. (69)
Despite the ease with which images in motion convert into narrative, Mulvey insists
that narrative disguises and interferes with the way in which we understand time on
screen (68). The still images of Año uña support the director’s playful claim that they are
merely documentary photographs arranged in a way that makes sense to him, however,
montage lies at the heart of any filmic creation and the sequence of images visually
dictates how we interpret the unfolding action. Additionally, in Año uña, Cuarón grants
an active role to the spectator in reassembling the static images into movement of what
is in any case a casual narrative without great urgency.
Though the viewers of Año uña are aware that, like all years, the one depicting
Molly’s acculturation and growing closeness to Diego will come to an end, there is also
a certain sense of eternity preserved in each still frame. Mulvey suggests that while
films have endings, still photographs do not (83). Though Cuarón’s characters are
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fictional constructions, their existence both within the diegesis of the photographs and
the outside world supports this idea of a presence beyond the film. Even though the
cinematic characters are just as fleeting as the stories they enact, the trace of the
photographed subject is permanently etched in the still image. Photography has long
been associated with death.9 And death, Mulvey argues, is not absent from cinema. She
states: “The cinema’s ability to create the frozen images of death brings with it the
stillness of the photograph, which the powerful impact of ‘ending’ cannot completely
subsume” (80). Cuarón’s use of photographs to construct a narrative not only disrupts
the temporality of the diegetic action, it extends the life of the characters beyond the
screen. This continued presence beyond the plotline of the film parallels the
reconsideration of diegetic space that the documentary nature of the images proposes.
Additionally, Cuarón complicates how we define moving and still images in
cinema, as the images seen on screen are not simply projected—they pass through a
motion picture camera. In other words, the images are by no means frozen. In many
cases, Cuarón uses a rostrum camera that hovers over the image, producing subtle
forward and sideways tracking shots. In doing so, he emphasizes the cinematic
techniques and language through which filmic narrative is constructed, even as he
relies on still photography as the basis for his motion picture. The notes in the film’s
press book highlight Cuarón’s consideration of the relationship between photography
and cinema, explaining:

André Bazin and Roland Barthes base their works, “The Ontology of the Photographic Image”
and Camera Lucida, respectively, on the implicit presence of death in the photographic image.
9
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También fotografió exponiendo el negativo, para que la textura del grano
fílmico acentuara la presencia de las fotografías y brindara a las imágenes
una textura cinematográfica. (Esperanto Filmoj)
For Cuarón, then, cinematic texture derives from the exaggeration of the photographic
image and the process of its becoming.
Aside from “movement” or the illusion of movement, there is one other element
that is present in cinema and absent in still photography: sound. It is through sound,
specifically the use of dialogue and voiceover narration, that the conventions of
traditional cinema (the illusion of movement, the progression of action, interaction
between characters) are achieved in Año uña. Cuarón has stated:
Lo nuevo sería el formato. En las películas que he visto siempre hay una
voz en off, que cuenta una historia. Resnais usa como un poema y otros
usan prosa. Yo traté de emular el movimiento dramático del cine, en el
que hay diálogos, acciones en tiempo presente. (quoted in Cruz Bárcenas)
Despite the fundamental contribution that sound makes to cinema, as Chion states in
the first pages of L’audio-vision: son et image au cinéma, “on continue de dire «voir» un
film ou une émission, en négligeant la modification introduite par la bande sonore” (3).
We insist that one “sees” rather than “hears” or, better yet, experiences a film and thus
prioritize the visual. While the novelty of Año uña lies in the use of still photographs
instead of moving footage (the visual aspect of the film), sound is what allows us to
appreciate the film's originality and is what highlights the insufficiencies of
photography in the film, as sound compensates for the fixed images. Sound, argues
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Chion, forces a displacement, an “agitation” of the image (13). It is this agitation, as we
see in Año uña, that establishes the movement we experience on screen.
Indeed, in some cases, the minimal movement of the rostrum camera over the
image is directly linked to sound. In one such instance, Diego is musing to himself at
the beach over the wave that would have taken Molly’s bathing suit off as the camera
slightly pans to the right, seeming to indirectly invite Molly to share her thoughts on the
same wave. Her internal monologue reveals a very different tone than that of Diego, as
she thinks to herself “that last wave was fucked up,” illustrating an entirely different
perspective, but only via sound.
Photography thus proves insufficient in Año uña because the photographs do not
distinguish between the external and internal voices that we hear through the
soundtrack. As is the case with the previously mentioned wave dialogue, it is up to the
viewer to piece together the internal thoughts of both characters to create a sense of
dialogue. Even when this dialogue is “complete,” as in the case with the beach scene, it
reveals more differences than commonalities among the characters. Voiceover
supplements and makes possible the narrative that we see on screen. As Paul Julian
Smith states in his review of the film: “the elaborately designed soundtrack takes up the
slack for the immobile image. Given access as we are to the characters’ thoughts as well
as their worlds (in two languages) conflicting perspectives emerge.” Because we do not
see the actors’ mouths moving, the audience is unable to determine (at least through the
normal cinematic means) what is internal monologue and what is dialogue. Voiceover
narration and dialogue are not the only sounds that we hear in Año uña. We also hear
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the quotidian, diegetic sounds of the characters’ surroundings. Though Cuarón allows
the viewers to hear the sounds that surround his characters, the volume of these sounds
is noticeably reduced. Because of Cuarón’s apparent privileging of words over the
sounds of everyday life, my consideration of sound in the film focuses on the internal
monologues of the characters and the dialogues that take place between them.
This is not to say that Año uña could not exist without voiceover or to diminish
the importance of dialogue in the film. Instead, I argue that the attempt at cross-cultural
encounter that we witness visually on screen is complicated by sound. Molly, in her
internal monologue, is constantly brooding over her comportment and bashfully
comments on her own behavior and that of those around her. As her unsympathetic
friend, Katie requests mariachi music during a day trip to Xochimilco, Molly thinks to
herself “this is horrible. I mean the music is nice, but they’re playing just for Katie and
I.” Molly repeatedly reveals the conflicts of her life (her relationship with her professor,
her parents’ marital problems, etc.) through this internal monologue. It’s worth noting
that the audience is never granted access to the private thoughts of Katie, who refuses
to engage with Mexican culture in a productive way during her stay and we are thus
not prompted to take up her point of view. Like Molly’s, Diego’s internal monologue is
flooded with his own insecurities, anxieties about his parents’ separation, and sexual
fantasies. In each situation in which an internal monologue is revealed, a carefully
thought out photographic montage accompanies the soundtrack in order question and
complicate what we are hearing.
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Though not many adults are granted the same presence in the film as the two
main characters, Molly and Diego, there are a few scenes in which Diego’s mother’s
voiceover reveals the same depth of introspection as the teenagers. When we initially
meet Diego’s mother, she is feeding the stray cats in an empty urban park. Though the
camera is far away from her—we first see her through a very high angle shot—the
monologue that we hear delves into the mother’s fears about being left alone once
Diego grows up and leaves the house. This brief scene features two patterns of
vacillating shots, one of Diego’s mother, seen from above and far away, and one of the
stray cats. Visually, what is most notable is the mother’s isolation. The high angle shots
highlight her small figure in the large, yet enclosed, area of the park. Aside from the
mother and the cats, the only objects that obstruct the static expanse of these black and
white shots are the buildings and fences that confine the area in which the woman and
animals stand. This disjuncture between auditory protagonism and visual anonymity
can be classified as what Zoe Kemp, in her article, “Alejandro Gónzalez Iñárritu:
Visualizing Blindness, Blinding Visualisation,” refers to as an “imposition of sensory
deprivation” (3). In considering another notable contemporary Mexican filmmaker,
Kemp suggests that Iñárritu elucidates the sensorial limits of cinema. Above all, Kemp
insists that his cinema functions to undermine the sense most commonly associated
with the medium: sight. Although Iñárritu is of course very different from Jonás
Cuarón, as the audience becomes privy to the mother's most intimate thoughts, the lack
of close-up shots likewise results in the same sensory deprivation that we experience as
we observe the two main characters: Molly and Diego.
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Though his mother is granted the role of protagonist only in this scene with the
cats, she catalyzes the development of Diego’s character and propels the clashing of
internal and external speaking that takes place throughout the film. As Diego showers
and fantasizes about sharing the shower with his crush (who happens to be his cousin),
he realizes that he has no soap and proceeds to scream for his mother to bring him
some. As he waits for her to arrive, he vacillates between yelling “¡Mamá, no hay
jabón!” and masturbating while thinking about how he will seduce the teenage girl. The
separation between external dialogue and thoughts heard through voiceover in this
scene is fundamental, as it highlights both Diego’s lack of maturity and the misaligning
external and internal projections that continue throughout the film.
Throughout her article, Kemp also discusses the ways in which interaction
between the senses coincides with the interaction between cultures that takes place in
Iñárritu’s work.10 Kemp’s article is useful in considering Año uña not only because Jonás
Cuarón’s work is produced during the same era of “neoliberal cinema11” as Iñárritu’s,
but also because, as Kemp explains, Iñárritu’s minor works feature an interaction
between sound and image that parallels the interaction that we observe in Año uña. Her
study focuses on 11”-09’-01 (2002) and on Anna (2007), two short films featured within

This interaction between cultures, the presence of both the national (Mexican) and the global
(and, more importantly, within the global market) is a recurring theme throughout the work of
“the three amigos:” Alejandro González Iñárritu, Guillermo del Toro, and Alfonso Cuarón.
Though the work of these directors is a useful measure of the various ways in which
Mexicanness is manifested on the global screen (particularly because of the exceptional success
that these three directors have experienced), it is important to remember that these trends are
not exclusive to the work of these three filmmakers. In other words, studies surrounding these
filmmakers are useful when considering lesser-known Mexican directors, such as Jonás Cuarón.
11 This term was coined by Ignacio Sánchez Prado in his 2014 book Screening Neoliberalism.
10
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larger compilations. Through a close reading of Anna, she demonstrates how Iñárritu’s
work achieves a haptic quality, which, she states “invites us to see a film not just with
our eyes but in a multisensory fashion that necessitates the involvement of our entire
bodies in the act of seeing” (4). In considering Kemp’s reading of the importance of
various senses in Iñárritu’s work within the context of the present study of Año uña, we
realize Año uña shares the notably haptic quality of Iñárritu’s work. Kemp suggests that
Iñárritu’s films do not just appeal to our eyes and ears but involve a tactile response. In
the case of Año uña, as we continually observe the development of the visual, auditory,
and tactile elements of the film, this development hinges on both the separation
between these two sensorial stimuli and the exclusion of others. In isolating sound and
image, or, to borrow Kemp’s term once more, engaging in “sensory deprivation”
Cuarón strips cinema down to its most basic format and demonstrates the multisensory
potential of audiovisual encounter. The grainy images of the film have a distinctly
haptic quality that is amplified by the audiovisual shortcomings of representation in
Año uña.
While the film’s images are constantly marking the boundaries, both physical
and cultural, of the characters’ lives, the voiceover and dialogue complicate the linear
progression towards encounter that we see on screen. Though Molly makes efforts
towards assimilating into the Mexican culture that surrounds her, her ongoing
monologue reveals that she is continually questioning her own behavior. All of Molly’s
doubts and anxieties hinge on her being a foreigner. She cannot get past feeling like an
outsider in Mexico, though she steadfastly makes efforts towards authentic interactions
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in the country. When Molly makes plans to stay with a Mexican family during her
second trip to the country, the voiceover narration of her internal monologue once
again projects the impossibility of realizing this seemingly authentic encounter.
As she flies from New York to Mexico to spend her Thanksgiving break with
what she hopes somewhat naively is a lower-class Zapatista family, she fantasizes about
the ethnographic photography project she will carry out while living among them.
Though her preconceptions about the family with which she will stay seem rather
innocent and there is no malice evident in her curiosity, her words (and thoughts) are
tainted by stereotypes. Molly’s ideas about what is “authentically Mexican” lead her to
believe that the best way to seek vengeance on her married professor boyfriend is to
“fuck a Zapatista while he’s wearing his mask” during her stay in Mexico. Again, we
note the playfulness of Cuarón’s script, which humorously incorporates stereotypes.
These encounters between sound and image, stillness and movement are
paralleled by the attempt at cross-cultural encounter that takes place throughout the
film. Ultimately, Año uña is a transnational work that exposes not only the limitations of
representation, but also those of presentation. While the opening intertitle for the film
includes both English and Spanish, the film presents two separate, though parallel
narratives—that of Diego and that of Molly—that fail to converge. While the work of
Iñárritu and his two contemporaries, Guillermo del Toro and Alfonso Cuarón has
incited critical dialogue over what makes a film or filmmaker national, Alfonso
Cuarón’s work was met with particular scrutiny after he won an Oscar award for
Gravity, a film on which he collaborated with son Jonás Cuarón (2013). Germán
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Martínez Martínez notes in his chapter “A Mexican in Hollywood or Hollywood in
Mexico: Globalized Culture and Alfonso Cuarón’s Films” that only two of the elder
Cuarón’s works made before 2015 were filmed in Mexico (392) and these two films, Sólo
con tu pareja (1991) and Y tu mamá también (2001), both deal with globalized culture. In
other words, they were not focused solely on Mexico even though they were shot in
that country. Thus, cosmopolitanism proves to be fundamental in this age of globalized
cinema (Martínez Martínez 404).
Yet although Año uña certainly dialogues with the Mexican film corpus to which
it contributes, there are elements of the work that globalization and cosmopolitanism
cannot reconcile. Even though Molly lives in New York City, we rarely see the city
itself, glimpsing her only on the train out of the city and in Coney Island, Diego’s
destination of choice, which is a rather marginal zone of New York. During Molly’s
second trip to Mexico during which she hopes to have a more authentic experience, we
see her mostly at Diego’s house and at the beach. The film offers no postcard shots of
Mexico City's monuments or, indeed, of recognizable locations. Though Diego’s
grandmother tries to get Diego to take Molly to the “ranch,” which she fantasizes as a
more authentic experience than the beach, he refuses.
A recurring motif throughout the film is the attempt to pronounce foreignderived words, which I mentioned earlier in this chapter. The soundtrack with which
the film begins (Molly attempting to say the subway station names) is repeated during
Molly’s third trip to Mexico. This failure to achieve correct pronunciation of the foreign
extends to names. In one of Molly’s most self-conscious moments, she chastises herself
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for calling Diego’s grandmother “Mikhail” (a Russian name) instead of the correct
French pronunciation “Michelle.” Curiously, it is through the cultural clash between
Molly and Michelle that what appears to be one of the film’s most authentic encounters
is realized. As Molly speaks to Michelle in fluent Spanish, Michelle continually
responds in broken English. Though Molly grows increasingly frustrated with
Michelle’s insistence on not acknowledging her ability to speak Spanish, the exchange
between the two is one of the most substantial exchanges that we observe in the film as
the two are able to understand each other. In providing us with this multi-generational,
multilingual bond, Cuarón proves that different, yet parallel discourses can prove to be
productive.
Through the disconnections of sound and image, movement and stillness in the
film, Cuarón makes evident the disjunction between cultures, allowing the viewers to
experience the meeting of cultures that Molly so desperately seeks and of which she is
denied. And as the film makes us aware of the ambiguity that exists between the
categories of documentary and fiction, Cuarón elucidates the contrast between the
implicit authenticity of any photographed image (the trace always remains) and the
constructed nature of that image. Rather than contradict each other, this coexistence of
authenticity and ambiguity works together in his film to highlight the nuances of
representation.
As we have seen, the issues with representation that Cuarón introduces through
the coexistence of documentary and fiction are furthered through the filmic conventions
that he employs to propel the narrative. As Kemp states “the senses naturally work in
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conjunction with one another not only during cinematic encounters but during most of
our lives’ encounters” (7). The interaction between sight and sound that takes place
while viewing Año uña functions to further the narrative and to replicate the interactive
encounters that we experience in our everyday lives. Conversely, the “blind and deaf
spots” (Kemp) throughout the film alert us not only to the shortcomings of visual and
aural filmic representations, but also to the limitations of our ability to interact with the
other. In any case, as Año uña proves, though our interactions may be flawed, an
encounter (across senses, across cultures) is indeed possible. Ironically enough, that
encounter is experienced only by the spectators and not by the characters themselves.
Temporada de patos and Año uña explore the aesthetic limitations of cinema, as
they address their common theme of multigenerational experiences in Mexico City.
Their respective minimalist and photographic aesthetics encourage twenty-first century
viewers to consider how the resources of cinema—light, sound, camerawork, editing,
costumes, etc.—inform our understanding of character and plot development in
relation to the sociohistorical context of each work. While the interiority of Temporada de
patos mutely evokes the 1968 Tlatelolco massacre, forcing viewers to contemplate the
trace of the tragedy in daily life thirty-five years later, the multi-city photographic
project that constitutes Año uña captures in stasis the fleeting development of
interpersonal relationships formed in transit. Both films use adolescent characters to
look at a more generalized disillusionment in twenty-first century Mexico City.
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Chapter 3: Familial Archive and Fictionalizations in Quebranto (Roberto
Fiesco, 2013) and Los insólitos peces gato (Claudia Sainte-Luce, 2013)
This chapter focuses on two recent films that have as yet received relatively little
academic attention, Quebranto (Roberto Fiesco 2013) and Los insólitos peces gato (Claudia
Sainte-Luce 2013), which treat the documentary-fiction boundary inversely as they
capture quotidian life. While Quebranto is classified as a documentary (in fact, it is the
only formal documentary examined in this project), Los insólitos peces gato is a fiction
feature that has documentary characteristics. Both films had their premieres at the
Morelia International Film Festival, Mexico's main forum for both documentary and
independent fiction film.
Quebranto illustrates the life and career of the 1970s male child actor, Fernando
“Pinolito” García Ortega, who, in 2013, has become a transgender woman named Coral
Bonelli12. It is constructed in part drawing on archival materials from Pinolito/Coral’s
personal and professional lives. Los insólitos peces gato, on the other hand, presents itself
initially as a fiction feature. Its premise is that Claudia, the film's protagonist, who has
no close relations, is informally adopted into a new family after she is placed in a
hospital bed next to the family’s dying mother. In the absence of a birth family, she
establishes a new identity through her growing intimacy with her adoptive mother and
siblings. In doing so, she integrates herself into their already existing and everexpanding family biography. In spite of their differences, the two films have much in

Born Fernando García Ortega, Coral transitioned at age thirty-two. Sadly, she died on May 4,
2019 from complications with diabetes (Huerta).
12
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common. Both engage in parallel uses of documentary and fictional elements to raise
the question of gender roles within the family and propose a matriarchal dominance.
They also both focus on the role of the familial caretaker and depend on the familial
archive, a term I will later define, that is managed by this caretaker to construct their
respective narratives of the films and the families.
In addition to the formal ways in which everyday life is fictionalized in Quebranto
and the documentary traces in Los insólitos peces gato, this chapter is concerned with
what I will call the building of an archive in each respective film. In contrast to the
large-budget, internationally connected films that generated substantial interest in
Mexican filmmaking in the 2000s, the films discussed here were produced and
consumed within an independent, film festival tradition and establish an alternative
archive through their narratives. In this context it is significant that both films are about
family life and that the father is absent in each family.
In Archive Fever, Jacques Derrida emphasizes the domesticity of the archive, insisting
that:
the meaning of ‘archive,’ its only meaning, comes to it from the Greek
arkeion: initially a house, a domicile an address, the residence of the
superior magistrates, the archons, those who commanded. (2)
In their focus on the family home, Quebranto and Los insólitos peces gato suggest an
inversion of this power to command. In the absence of a father-figure, the archons of
each film become the mother. Additionally, those included in this archive of shared
power are society’s most vulnerable members: a trans woman and the illegitimate
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children of a mother dying of AIDS. Each director, then, grants the political power that
Derrida insists lies in the control of the archive (4) to what would otherwise be a
marginal character in society. In contrast to the patriarchal archive identified by Derrida
(4), these two films deal exclusively with archives constructed in the absence of men.
The power to command, then, is granted to women. As each character navigates her
social exclusion, the accumulation of the alternative archive establishes her legal status
in the institutions of the home and society at large. It is the maternal figures—doña Lilia
and Marta—who grant approval for each daughter’s presence in the family narrative.
Coral’s transition takes place under the surveillance of her mother and Claudia’s
integration into the family is mandated and continually supported by Marta. Derrida’s
metaphorical circumcision of the archive (8), the negotiation of an inside and outside,
then, is based on the actions of the authoritative feminine character in each film.
This idea of a feminine reconfiguration of the archive extends beyond
Deconstruction. In their article, “The Ties that Bind: Materiality, Identity and the Life
Course in the ‘Things’ Families Keep,” sociologists Liz Gloyn, Vicky Crewe, Laura King,
and Anna Woodham examine domestic archival practices and suggest the significance
of the alternative family archive. They state
Rather than seeing family archiving solely through the prism of
institutional archiving practices and therefore understanding it as a poor
cousin to the formality and rigor of a formal archive, we suggest that
family archives are in part valuable precisely because of their fluid,
chaotic, and informal nature. (158)
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Both films examined in this chapter engage with the chaotic accumulation of familial
life and memories and there is an inversion between fact and fiction that takes place
within the two films. Whereas fictional elements like highly controlled mise-en-scènes
are used in Quebranto to bring a sense of formality to the distressed life of the former
child star, documentary techniques in Los insólitos peces gato demonstrate the precarity
of life in illness.
As well as a consideration of the way that we look at the past through the
concept of the archive, Derrida and Gloyn et al. emphasize the futurity that is inherent
in the practice of archiving. Rather than a finite museum-like space, the archive is a
process in perpetual development. Both films play with the concept of inheritance as a
kind of evolution. In doing so, the pledge to the future that Derrida insists lies in the
archive (18) relies on both a materiality (accumulated objects) and storytelling. Likewise
both films are born out of an interest in re-telling stories of the past. Roberto Fiesco
mentioned in his 2013 interview with documentary festival Ambulante that the idea for
Quebranto came from a conversation with Bonelli’s mother, doña Lilia Ortega, on the set
of a different film (El mago from 2015) in which she revealed that the young Pinolito was
her child (Ambulante). John Waldron notes in his article “Screening Rupture in Sueño de
Lú and Los insólitos peces gato” that Wendy Guillén, who plays the role of the daughter
Wendy, who happens to be the most expressive character in Los insólitos peces gato, is the
real-life daughter of the deceased woman on whom the film is based (23). These films
are not solely inspired by real-life stories. Their development depends on a perpetual
emotional re-engagement with the past.
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The opening sequence of Quebranto begins with the 1972 song “Triste muy triste”
by the Uruguayan folk duo, Los Olimareños, playing extradiegetically. Though the
band’s members, Braulio López and Pepe Guerra are both Uruguayan, they fled to
Mexico and Spain during their political exile in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Fiesco’s
inclusion of their song during the opening sequence of Quebranto introduces the comingling of aesthetics and political conflict that we will witness throughout the
documentary. While the song plays, a pan to the left reveals a colorful Chinese
restaurant, as seen through its window. As the camera moves in front of several small
ornaments, it shows the interior of the restaurant, patrons at a booth, and a woman at
the bar, before finally stopping. Once fixed, the camera focuses on the protagonist of the
film, Coral Bonelli, who is the woman seated at the bar. Though we see and hear Coral
briefly speaking to the bartender, the extradiegetic sound of this scene shifts from
“Triste muy triste” to Coral’s own voiceover narration.
Fiesco’s use of music throughout the film is directly connected to Quebranto’s
narrative development. In addition to his use of songs like “Triste muy triste” playing
extradiegetically, he includes elaborate song and dance numbers such as the Raphael
lip-synching routine that will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. Fiesco
explains in his Ambulante interview that although seeking the rights to include these
copyrighted songs (and copyrighted footage in which Pinolito acted, for that matter) is
a logistical and financial burden in documentary production, both he and producer
Julián Hernández recognized the significance of these materials in Quebranto. In the
introduction to Music and Sound in Documentary Film (2014), Holly Rogers explains the
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complicated relationship between extra-diegetic music and documentary film
production. She posits that dramatic music interferes with the perceived spontaneity of
documentary film production, and extradiegetic sound competes with narrative in
documentary films in ways that it does not in fiction works (9). However, she
recognizes the potential contribution of sound to documentary, and emphasizes Werner
Herzog’s theory that there is an “inner truth” revealed through the hyper-stylization
and betrayal of bare reality that is typically expected of documentary (Rogers 5). The
extreme stylization of Quebranto demonstrates this potential for extradiegetic music to
achieve a new sense of truth that would otherwise not be possible in a traditional
didactic documentary that lacks a soundtrack. Though Rogers identifies the hesitancy to
employ a soundtrack in documentary production, she also articulates its merits, such as
the possibility of achieving a higher truth. Structurally, then, extradiegetic sound aids in
the propulsion of narrative (7). This is important in Quebranto, which is constructed
with a conglomeration of archival and multi-media materials. Rogers elucidates the
significance of music in documentaries that address different periods by saying that
[i]n documentary film spectators do not need to be drawn into an
imaginary world, and yet there are moments when a form of
transportation is required. One particularly popular musical technique
that can initiate such a transformation is the use of music to suggest a
move back in time in the form of a re-enactment to illustrate the
recollection of the interviewee. (12)
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Quebranto’s use of music parallels this idea of Roger’s that music serves to transport
viewers back in time. However, it is important to note once again that Fiesco’s inclusion
of music is not limited to the extradiegetic soundtrack with which the film begins.
Instead, Quebranto features musical numbers, such as Coral’s lip-synching performance
of Raphael’s “Mi gran noche” (originally released in 1967) where the sound comes from
within the story space. In this final sequence, shot in black and white, Coral dresses in
masculine clothing and dons a wig that makes her look like the young Pinolito.
Through the music, costume choice, and performance style, Coral’s rendition of “Mi
gran noche” forces us to meditate on the inherent performativity of gender, as her
current acting role is, in fact, her younger, male self. As in much of Quebranto, the
worlds of personal history and the entertainment industry collide, creating a work that
is, in the words of Rogers, a “docutainment” (5).
Outside or "source" music in Quebranto is not merely supplemental. Instead, it
serves a vital function in the telling of the story of Pinolito’s life. Rogers claims that
“[music’s] main role is to remove an audience from the auditorium and transport them
into the heart of the story” (7). While the music in Quebranto certainly brings viewers to
the passion of Coral’s life—performance and entertainment—it does not serve to
distract from the documentary storytelling. Instead, it highlights the spectacle of Coral’s
extraordinary life and career.
Despite her natural affinity for performance, Quebranto establishes Coral as a
humble presence in the film. The subtlety of this presentation of the main character is
underscored by the mise-en-scène of this first sequence. Framed by a halfway open
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window, a few kitschy objects adorning the windowsill, and the light coming from the
restaurant, Coral’s on-screen presence is presented with characteristic reticence. Though
she is the only patron at the restaurant shown in the frame, she displays a hesitant and
almost involuntary protagonism. As she sits immobile at the bar, it is the camera that
actively introduces her, albeit through subtle movements. Coral maintains this central,
yet distant, presence throughout the film, as she, her mother, doña Lilia Ortega, her
friends and former collaborators reflect on Coral’s former life as Pinolito, her transition,
and the evolving entertainment industry in Mexico. Despite the large-scale commentary
on the development of the Mexican cinema industry that the film makes, Fiesco
maintains a remarkable sense of intimacy between mother and daughter, between
director and “social actors,” and between protagonists and spectators throughout the
film. Thanks to Fiesco’s camerawork, the spectators become privy to the worlds of
Pinolito, Coral, and doña Lilia but only as though they were watching an orchestrated
production unfold. The film frequently includes highly stylized framings and camera
movements that, as Paul Julian Smith notes, are “relatively rare in the documentary
genre and similar to those of Julián Hernández’s fiction features” (72). Indeed, Fiesco
normally serves as the producer for Hernández’s films. Despite her apparently reserved
demeanor, throughout the film it becomes clear that Coral possesses the same on-screen
warmth as the young star Pinolito. Through this affective charge we become privy to
her past life as the child star, her transition, and her anxieties as a transgender woman
living in an impoverished zone of Mexico City.
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The close attention paid to objects occupying the screen space in these first few shots
is continued throughout the film. Photographs and footage of the young Pinolito
contribute to the spectator’s understanding of Coral’s life and upbringing. Her mother,
doña Lilia, functions as a curator to the ever-developing exhibit of Pinolito/Coral’s life.
When doña Lilia is first introduced, she is lying in bed in a room filled with mementos,
posters, and images. This cluttered scene both emphasizes what Smith calls the “grungy
impoverished” nature of the Garibaldi neighborhood and establishes the significance of
the act of collecting. Quebranto is a work ridden with hoarded knickknacks, nostalgic
photographs, and memories kept in the minds of those who knew Pinolito. Though it is
the story of a subjective transformation, this narrative relies on the historical
accumulation of memories and objects. In other words, rather than obliterate the past,
this transformation depends on it in order to materialize.
Coral and doña Lilia’s house, then, becomes a sort of museum that pays homage to
their own personal histories and to that of Mexican cinema. This history is documented
through formal means (the myriad photographs and film reels of Pinolito) and informal
ones (insignificant objects in the house serve as “exhibits” in this familial museum). In
their article, Liz Gloyn et al. emphasize that “unremarkable objects become remarkable
in their use to tell family stories, or simply in their being passed down” (160). In
Quebranto, the mundane objects that we see prove to be just as important in advancing
the plot as the photographs. Just as the camerawork subtly introduces Coral as the
protagonist of the film in the opening sequence, Fiesco’s camera instructs us as
spectators to take note of these objects that both litter and adorn the on-screen action.
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As Gloyn et al. note, the familial archive is typically constructed through the quotidian.
They explain that
[r]ather than seeing family archiving solely through the prism of
institutional archiving practices and therefore understanding it as a poor
cousin to the formality and rigor of a formal archive, we suggest that
family archives are in part valuable precisely because of their fluid,
chaotic, and informal nature. (158)
The objects that propel this familial narrative are not chosen at random and there is a
clear interest in the femininity of both Coral and her mother. After doña Lilia is filmed
getting out of bed, a close-up lasting a few seconds focuses on a bucket of hairbrushes
on a vanity. Like the rest of the mise-en-scène, the hairbrushes exist in excess and, in
their disorder, hint at the impoverished life that the protagonists lead. Still, their
shoddy condition alerts us to their regular use, thus reinforcing the femininity of Coral
and her mother and serving as a harbinger of the discussion regarding Coral’s
transition that is to come later in the film. Gloyn et. al’s article is especially useful to this
present study, as it grants value to mundane objects such as these hairbrushes. It
implicitly offers a transgressive and subversive approach to the establishment of the
archive in recognizing that “there are long historical roots of different ways of valuing
knowledge, existing outside states, structures, and other formal institutions” (158).
Fiesco takes advantage of the extensive number of photographs and archival footage
of Pinolito, while he artfully crafts a portrait of Coral. As Coral applies her makeup and
doña Lilia speaks of going to the market, the “conversation” advanced by the camera
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takes a different turn. This scene focuses not on the faces of the speakers but on a
sequence of still shots shown sequentially, each one capturing an increasingly large
stack of VHS tapes. Though some are commercial films, each VHS label is numbered by
hand. The myriad tapes that we see in this sequence evidence a life lived through film;
and the duality of Pinolito/Coral is thus materialized through these stacks of VHS tapes
piled in the home. This demonstrates the duality of everyday life and Coral’s work in
show business.
In his interview with Ambulante, Fiesco emphasizes the unique circumstances of
Coral’s childhood. He describes how filmed childhood footage is found in almost every
family. However, what makes videos of Pinolito special is the fact that, instead of being
captured on a parent’s camcorder or Super 8, this childhood was captured by some of
Mexico’s most notable directors. Yet it is Coral’s mother, not these celebrated directors,
who tells her story. Doña Lilia goes on to recount her family’s impoverished beginning
and Pinolito’s rise to fame, thus establishing herself as what Gloyn et al. identify as a
“citizen [archivist] or citizen [curator].” Her role in the film—and in Coral’s life—is not
just to care for her daughter in the usual maternal capacity. She is also responsible for
keeping Pinolito’s memory and that of Coral’s own extensive career alive. It is through
her voice that the nostalgic museum of Pinolito’s past materializes. Through this
archival practice, the film serves as a manifestation of inheritance, both of industrial
history and personal memory.
It is noteworthy that doña Lilia was an actress herself. In his Ambulante
interview, Fiesco states that he was able to achieve such elaborate sequences because of
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the acting experience that doña Lilia and Coral had. Doña Lilia regularly appeared on
television and acted in three films (in addition to Roberto Fiesco’s La maga, which
inspired Quebranto): Carita de primavera (Federico Curiel, 1977), Casi divas (Issa López,
2008), and Ramona y los escarabajos (Hugo Rodríguez, 2015) (IMDb). Fiesco also states
that the affective pull seen on screen would not be possible in the absence of the tender
relationship shared by the two women. While Coral and doña Lilia’s relationship
remains the focus of the film, it is also clear that this personal “museum” lies in the
mortal hands of these two figures. In other words, there is no on-screen recipient who
will inherit these memories. Despite this, there remains an off-screen recipient: the
viewer. As I write this in June 2019, this spectator-heir is critical, as both doña Lilia and
Coral have passed away. The dynamism of Fiesco’s camera and the editing of the film
thoughtfully hand over Pinolito’s/Coral’s memory to the audience as sole inheritor.
Gloyn et al. emphasize the dual temporality of memory. They state:
As a practice, family archiving in itself is focused on the preservation of
memories of dead relatives and the curation of a particular set of ideals
and memories for future relatives. It can display both a pride in the past
and a faith in the future. (168)
This faith is materialized through the act of viewing the film. Smith aptly notes that
though the title of the film, “quebranto,” refers to a fracture ("Disrupted" is indeed the
English title of the documentary), the film is really about a continuation. It documents
the continuation of Pinolito as Coral, the continuing reciprocal nature of the love
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between mother and daughter, and the perilous survival of the Mexican film industry
(62).
In proposing a rethinking of Mexican film history as told through the transition of a
young male actor into a transgender woman, Quebranto also proposes a reconsideration
of the ways in which violence is portrayed in the Mexican film industry. Archival
footage of Pinolito acting shows scenes of suffering; and both Coral and her former costars lament the on-screen violence of which the young Pinolito was a part. Together,
they watch a clip from Fons’ Fe, esperanza y caridad (1974). In one scene, Pinolito’s onscreen mother Eulogia (played by Katy Jurado) is beating him in a morgue. In another, a
schoolyard brawl ends with Pinolito struck in the head with a rock. As one of the many
intertextual moments in the film, Coral shows the camera the scar that she bears from
this incident. This scar is both literal and symbolic: it is, in fact, the place where she was
struck with a rock, but it is also, figuratively, a trace of her past life as Pinolito. Coral’s
body, scars and all, then, represents much more than her own personal journey from
the young child actor into a transgender woman. As Smith says “…the story of
Fernando-Pinolito-Coral, a marginal figure if there ever was one, comes to represent
that of Mexican cinema itself: on the point of disappearing altogether but it always
carries on” (73). The active presence of Fiesco’s camera thus illustrates or enacts the
beauty that comes from fluidity and transformation, even as it acknowledges the lasting
trace of the past.
Indeed, the film’s most beautiful lyrical moments are those in which real life and
creative expression intersect. In one of the films’ most striking scenes, we cut from an
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interview to a static shot of a garage. The garage is grey and bleak like its surroundings,
but its interior has a bright fuchsia glow. Inside this glow, Coral and two back up
dancers break into an apparently impromptu but elaborate dance routine. This shot
disobeys the rule of thirds, a typical documentary and photographic technique that
places the subject off center in the screen. Instead, the action unfolds with Coral right in
the middle of this impromptu stage. Her position heightens the spectacle of this
exaggerated mise-en-scène, making viewers hyper-aware of the fourth wall that
separates them from the action. In the final moments of Coral’s dance number, the
camera begins a tracking shot forward, which serves as a subtle reminder to spectators
of the presence of Fiesco’s documentary crew. This elaborate number ends in a split by
Coral. Smith notes the diversity of Fiesco’s camerawork within the film, saying
Fiesco [sought] to treat each scene in a different manner, employing in
turn a fixed camera with frontal shots; what he calls ‘evocations’; artificial
staging or mise-en-scènes ...; and archive footage, including 35 mm shots
by classic directors like Jorge Fons. (72)
This scene is intriguing because it does not isolate Coral’s status as a performer from
her Garibaldi life. Instead her entertainment virtuosity is framed by the less than
glamorous reality of her current state. What makes the image of Coral dancing inside
the dance studio spectacular is the contrast between the dull grey exterior and the warm
glow of pink and purple lights within the dancing space.
The final sequence of the film offers a conglomeration of all aspects of Coral’s
life. As she sits on her rooftop, the camera captures her in a distant shot. She explains
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her early sexual encounters with women. The scene then cuts to Coral in a gaudy room
with framed images of her acting history as Pinolito behind her. There is a stark contrast
between this shot and the following, as she is filmed on a handheld camera prostituting
herself on the street. Finally, we see her dressed once more as the young Pinolito and
filmed in black and white in an elaborate dance number, lip-syncing to the vintage
Spanish star Raphael’s “Mi gran noche” mentioned above. Instead of serving as
disruptions, these varied registers remind us of Coral’s perseverance and filmed
survival.
Whereas the documentary Quebranto establishes the family through the
accumulation of objects and memories, the foundation of family in the fiction feature
Los insólitos peces gato is, paradoxically, the lack of familial history. In the absence of a
material record of the past, the film relies on camerawork to elucidate the most intimate
moments within the family. Within the first few shots of the film, it is evident that the
protagonist—who remains unnamed at this point—lives a solitary life in disarray. The
establishing shot to the film features a close-up of the crown of a woman’s head as she
lays sleeping. The sound of dripping water insinuates the precarity of the woman’s
lifestyle, which is confirmed when she makes breakfast in unsanitary conditions and is
revealed to be a squatter. The only hint at a personality is a shot of the woman picking
out purple fruit loops from her cereal. As she does this, the extracted food is covered in
ants, once again emphasizing her dirty living conditions, similar to those of the home
Coral and Lilia. The demonstrated interest in the quotidian and the handheld shots
liken the aesthetic of Los insólitos peces gato to the documentary genre. Whereas the
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fictional aspect of Quebranto is emphasized through the inclusion of extradiegetic music,
the noticeable silence in Los insólitos peces gato creates the opposite effect. As viewers, we
are implicitly instructed to contemplate the lonely reality of Claudia’s life, set once more
in a grungy zone of Guadalajara, which is aurally punctuated by the uncomfortable
ambient sounds of city life and dripping water.
This first scene emphasizes the isolation of the woman’s life; and the fogged
camera through which we witness the action suggests that what we are watching is not
a staged scene but real life. While this character limps through the city streets in
obvious pain, we hear the ambient sounds of the urban setting and the bus radio. As
there is a lack of dialogue until seven lengthy minutes into the film, Sainte-Luce
achieves sound continuity through the repetition of dripping water that follows Claudia
as she lies in a hospital bed. The degree of isolation of Claudia’s life becomes apparent
as an unsympathetic doctor infers the possibility that she may be pregnant and asks if
she has a boyfriend, to which she answers negatively. As Claudia lies alone writhing in
pain, there is a point-of-view shot from the woman, later revealed to be Marta, in the
adjacent bed. At this point, Claudia’s eyes are blocked by the bar of the hospital bed.
This shot introduces the cautious, yet tender welcome that Marta gives to Claudia.
Though she hardly knows her, it is evident that she feels sympathy for the young
woman, who is suffering from appendicitis in apparent abandonment.
Throughout her hospital stay, Marta is surrounded by the uneasy energy of her
hyperactive children who hold an exhausting vigil at her bedside. With no father-figure
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in sight, the three daughters and one young son demonstrate the possibility of familial
structure in the absence of men. As Waldron explains
Around the trauma caused by the impending death of Marta, the maternal
figure played by Lisa Owen […] Sainte-Luce creates a nonheteronormative, paternal family structure that formed the corner stone
for the Mexican national imaginary. (17)
Much in the same way that Quebranto is part of an anti-canon that reconfigures the
manifestations of familial authority, Los insólitos peces gato encourages viewers to
reconsider the traditional nuclear family seen on screen. At one point, Marta describes
each child’s father to Claudia. This moment serves to elucidate the fleeting presence of
each in the mother’s life and underscores the insufficiency of the traditional patriarchal
model of family. Though the surfaces of the family home are littered with typical
framed photos of what are presumably happy family times, it is never clear who is in
the photos. Instead, Sainte-Luce’s camera privileges the interactions between family
members and relies on this interpersonal communication to establish the family unit.
In one sequence of the film, Claudia spends quality time with each family
member, making it clear that she is well on her way to her own membership in the
family. She finds Wendy, Marta’s most outspoken daughter, fixing herself a blended
beverage laced with pills and rubbing alcohol. When Wendy explains that she hopes the
smoothie will sedate her and reveals her self harm habits to Claudia, the latter sagely
advises her against her self-destructive behavior. In the following scene, Claudia
counsels Armando, the youngest in the family, on different kissing techniques. The
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sequence concludes with Claudia and Marta sitting together on Marta’s bed. Once
Claudia supervises Marta’s ingestion of her many medications, Claudia is left alone in
the woman’s bedroom. Similar to the case of the vanity that we see in Quebranto,
Marta’s bedroom space is ridden with objects that hint at her dedication to domestic
life. In this moment, a point of view shot traces Claudia’s gaze across the bedroom
vanity, which is cluttered with indistinct family photographs. The use of a handheld
camera here transfers the significance of the family photos to Claudia’s gaze. Instead of
demonstrating the importance of the already established family history, Sainte-Luce
emphasizes Claudia’s interaction with that history.
Even though Marta is the one who feels sorry for the lonely Claudia, Marta’s
illness is much more severe and Sainte-Luce’s camera aptly documents Claudia’s
realization of this fact. During her first dinner in the family home, Marta leaves the table
to audibly vomit in the bathroom. As her own children are already accustomed to their
mother’s bouts of illness, Claudia glances around the table, clearly uncomfortable.
Though the camerawork is unsteady throughout much of the film, it is a distinctly
handheld camera that captures Claudia’s reaction, emphasizing her discomfort. This
documentary aesthetic highlights the harsh reality that is every present in each family
moment: the impending death of the mother. Later on in the film, it is revealed that she
is suffering from AIDS. She explains to Claudia that she was infected by one of her
children’s fathers, who are all absent from the family’s life. Marta’s illness introduces a
pathology to the concept of family in the film; her disease is a physical manifestation of
the perils of the traditional patriarchal family structure to which Waldron refers. She
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also suggests the contagion of family. Like her illness, the love that she has for her
children can be easily transmitted to others. Though she is socially marginalized
because of the heavy stigma that AIDS carries to this day (Waldron 18), the tight-knit
bond that Marta shares with her children is apparent from her first appearance in the
film. David William Foster explains that:
Los insólitos peces gato depicts people or communities that have been
largely marginalized by official discourses. While this film does not
portray characters who identify as gay or transgender, it does offer a
‘queer’ imaginary since it ‘moves to destabilize any privileging of the
alternatives to the master alternative of privileged heteronormativity.
(Foster x, cited in Waldron 24)
This queerness is thus a connection with Quebranto. Claudia is quickly welcomed by
Marta into this family of misfits, despite the initial skepticism with which her presence
is met.
Marta and her children are connected by an obvious and, at times, overwhelming
affection for one another. Though this familial foundation is painfully absent from the
illustration of Claudia’s life—especially after she reveals that her mother passed away
when she was two and she does not know who her father is—the two realities are
filmed using the same aesthetic markers. Each is shown through a precarious camera
that pauses haphazardly on seemingly insignificant objects, including the fish tank
sticker that arbitrarily lends the title “Los insólitos peces gato” to the film. Waldron
comments on the unfitting translation of the word catfish into the anglicized “peces
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gato,” instead of “siluros,” which would be used more commonly in Mexico. He
suggests that in her use of the term “peces gato,” Sainte-Luce aims to dissatisfy the
international desire to see what is exaggeratively “Mexican” on screen (Sainte-Luce also
favors the eating of hot dogs instead of “salchichas” and Marta’s preference for potato
chips) (25). He explains the curious appeal of the title stating:
There is no historical or social referent that ‘los insólitos peces gato’
signals, nor is there a satisfactory sign within the film. At the same time,
the title and bumper sticker on the fishless tank also serve as a way of
drawing the viewers into the film as they attempt to unravel the mystery
of the title’s meaning. (28)
The characters share this same tendency to resist social conforming as the director
Sainte-Luce. Waldron suggests that what unites Claudia to Marta and eventually the
rest of the family is not some sort of cultural commonality, but rather their “lack of
identification with the dominant cultural symbols and practices” (25). They are all social
outcasts. Their quirks and anxieties align them more closely to everyday people rather
than the idyllic stereotypes often featured in family dramas. It is in the film’s most
quotidian moments that Claudia is made into a “real” member of this random family.
Though Claudia is initially insecure in the home, she eventually is accepted by
all members of Marta’s family as a daughter, sister, and confidante. The camera, which
remains unsteady throughout much of the film, reflects this change. When Marta lays
dying in the hospital bed, a high angle, steady shot frames her and her children (which
now include the informally adopted Claudia). This still shot is atypical, especially in the
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context of the many handheld shots that make up the film. There is a certain gravity to
this view of the ailing mother surrounded by her children, which is accentuated by the
grey tones of the hospital room and the artificial lighting of the mise-en-scène. In
creating such a distinctly stylized setup in an otherwise quotidian film, Sainte-Luce
alerts us to the artificial nature of “official families,” thus exaggerating what has been
apparent throughout the entire film: that Claudia has been a loved member of the
family all along. The film’s final scene concretizes this fact. As a voiceover narration of
the now-deceased Marta gives advice to each one of her children, extended shots show
each one standing facing the camera directly. When it comes to Claudia’s turn, Marta
tells her “no sé en que momento te tuve, pero seguro que fue con un hombre
guapísimo,” once again signaling the fabricated nature of “real families.” She then asks
of Claudia “no te vayas nunca de nosotros,” suggesting that the children need Claudia
just as much as she needs them.
Released ten years after the 2003 founding of the Morelia film festival, both these
works demonstrate the prevalence of documentary characteristics across genre in
Mexican film production. They capitalize on the aesthetic markers typically employed
by both the documentary and fiction genres and manipulate viewer’s interpretation of
what is seen on screen. For example, in the final sequence of Quebranto mentioned
above, the use of a handheld camera marks the most precarious aspects of Coral’s life.
Though it can be argued that her entire life has been lived in precarity, it is not until we
learn of her sexual exploitation that the camera implies the dangers to which she is
exposed. Likewise, precarity in Los insólitos peces gato is continually denoted using a
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handheld camera, as shaky frames illustrate Claudia’s life in loneliness and abandon
and Marta’s increasingly debilitating illness. Conversely, a fixed camera is used to
illustrate the most fabricated aspects of both protagonists’ lives. Coral’s elaborate dance
numbers are captured with the artificial lighting and fixed camerawork that is typical of
fiction film, and the final hospital sequence in Los insólitos peces gato illustrates this
forged family as one singular unit, despite the children’s different fathers and Claudia’s
random presence in the family.
Though sound in film—and especially the use of music in documentary—is
understudied, these two films prove its vital presence in cinematic production. The
extradiegetic music and on-screen vocal performances of well-known Spanish-language
songs demonstrates the transformative power of music and entertainment, which
underscores Coral-Pinolito’s presence in Mexican entertainment history. In contrast, the
lack of music in each film highlights the discomfort in each character’s life. Coral’s
description of self-prostitution is not accompanied by music and in Los insólitos peces
gato Claudia’s life is uncomfortably punctuated by what seems to be an excess of
diegetic sound. These moments deliberately deprive the viewer of the typical
distraction of music in film, and these aural aesthetic details help viewers to understand
the queerness and societal isolation of each character, as Coral navigates her life as a
transgender woman and Claudia aims to survive as an isolated misfit.
All of these details contribute to the ever-developing archive of each character’s
life. Each film demonstrates an interest in the accumulation of an alternative archive,
and, consequently, the establishment of self-identity. They reject the traditional
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patriarchal archive of the state and in their rejection emphasize the inherently complex
nature of the archive and demonstrate that it is not built solely on material objects.
Derrida concludes Archive Fever by stating that “Nothing is less reliable, nothing is less
clear today than the word ‘archive'” and posits that the archive is “always at the limit
between public and private, between the family, the society, and the State, between the
family and an intimacy even more private than the family, between oneself and oneself”
(90). The problem of the archive, then, is the problem of self-identity. Though these two
films do not exactly solve this problem, they demonstrate the potential for continued
exploration, questioning, and rebirth of identity for their misfit characters.
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Chapter 4: Historical Recreations and New Paradigms of Production: Museo
(Alonso Ruizpalacios, 2018) and Roma (Alfonso Cuarón, 2018)

This fourth chapter looks at Alonso Ruizpalacios’s Museo and Alfonso Cuarón’s
Roma, two historical recreations released in 2018. Both are retrospective reflections on
earlier decades: Museo recreates the 1985 robbery at the Museo de Antropología in
Mexico City and Roma is an autobiographical reflection on the director’s childhood.
Among artfully recreated scenes from Mexico City in the early seventies, it features the
historical 1971 Halconazo shooting intertwined with its fictional plot. Like the other
films examined in this thesis, Museo and Roma feature varying degrees of documentary
form and content, though the two are formally classified as fiction films. Most notably,
Museo’s use of voiceover narration and camerawork evoke a documentary aesthetic,
while Roma’s plotline is intensely autobiographical for its famed director, Alfonso
Cuarón.
In my analysis of Museo and Roma, I reflect on larger themes that I have
considered throughout this dissertation. As well as the documentary-fiction overlap
mentioned above, this chapter studies the relationship between national identity, youth,
and cinema in 20th century Mexico. Upon their release, both films were successful in
festival circuits at home and abroad, though Roma’s Netflix production and distribution
model received considerable backlash, as will be discussed later in this chapter.
Whereas Museo illustrates how the 1985 robbery provoked a profound questioning of
the links between a country and its national treasures and damaged patriotic morale on
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a country-wide scale, Roma demonstrates the heartfelt nostalgia for the director’s 1970s
upper middle-class childhood and a retrospective reckoning with the classism inherent
to domestic labor in the Americas. As discussed in the other three chapters in this
dissertation, Mexico’s history is ridden with tales of national tragedy and triumph. In
addressing the micro and macro traumas of the past, I aim to situate my analysis of
these two films within the complex theme of mexicanidad.
The final portions of each section of this chapter look at the production and
distribution data of these two films. Museo was made and released by YouTube and
Roma came from Netflix. These new paradigms of production influenced the interaction
between each of these works, international festival circuits, and global audiences. I
couple my discussion of mexicanidad with these commercial details in mind, as Museo
and Roma inaugurate a new era of Mexican filmmaking in the global era. Ultimately,
they demonstrate a renewed interest in 20th century formations of national identity
among the country’s youth. Their new platforms of production and distribution bypass
traditional festival and theater routes as they establish new practices of creating and
sharing cinema.
Museo plays with documentary boundaries from the start, as it begins with the
intertile “esta historia es una réplica de la original,” appealing to the perceived veracity
of what is to come. Voiceover narration describes how Juan, the film’s protagonist,
never believed in what was taught in history classes. As this unseen and unnamed
narrator (who eventually is revealed to be Juan’s accomplice in the robbery, Wilson)
enumerates Juan’s skepticism of history’s great figures—Hernán Cortés, Moctezuma,
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and Alejandro the Great—and his questioning of the concept of history itself, the screen
transitions to documentary footage of the archeological site in which a Aztec statue of
the rain god Tláloc was discovered in 1964. The camera tracks forward, towards a home
television set, converting it into full-frame historical footage of the excavation site.
Tláloc arrives in Mexico City to the crowds of onlookers who have lined the streets to
pay homage to the ancestral artifact. As explored in Chapter 1, voiceover, or voice-of
God narration is most closely aligned with the expository mode, according to Nichols.
In beginning Museo with this narration, Ruizpalacios suggests to viewers that there will
be a linear progression in the film’s plot. As Nichols states, “[t]he viewer of
documentaries in the expository mode generally holds expectations that a
commonsensical world will unfold in terms of the establishment of a logical,
cause/effect linkage between sequences and events” (Representing Reality 37). The
historical footage of the Tláloc discovery supports this linear progression, as it initially
associates Juan’s biography with national artifacts. The narration establishes Wilson as
an ambiguous on-screen authority, who is privy to Juan’s biography, thoughts, and
emotions.
As the film shifts registers and we see Tláloc in front of the Museo de
Antropología, a fictionalized scene of a young Juan and his father unfolds. Juan’s
mother takes an analog photo of the two in front of Tláloc and the narrator declares (in
a sinister tone) that Juan never forgot the story of its arrival in Mexico City or the
family’s pilgrimage to the museum. This opening sequence frames Juan’s familial
history within national history, which is a theme that will be discussed throughout this
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chapter. It also helps us, the audience, deduce his age. Though he is played by the fortyyear-old Gael García Bernal, if Juan was five years old when Tláloc was found in 1964,
he must be twenty-six in 1985.
We come to learn that Juan’s disdain for his country’s foundational history is
coupled with a frustration with the upper middle-class family life in which he finds
himself. I explore Juan’s status as a marginal figure in his own family and analyzes
Juan’s upbringing in the Mexico City suburbs in conjunction with the much-studied
trope of youth in cinema13. The narrator suggests that Juan “decía que todo era
inventado. Que nadie podía saber por qué alguien lo hizo o no lo hizo más que la
persona que lo hizo y la mayoría de las veces, ni ellos.” As we shall see throughout the
film, Juan’s actions as a museum burglar represent an intensely psychological journey—
coupled with an actual road journey—that brings him and the stolen artifacts across
Mexico and finally back home to Satélite. I attempt to trace Juan’s nonlinear trajectory,
looking to Ruizpalacios’s camerawork to interpret his criminality within the parallel
constraints of family life and a culture of nationalism.
Juan is a disillusioned, late-twenties, veterinary student living with his parents in
Satélite. Located about twenty kilometers from Mexico City, Ciudad Satélite was
founded in the 1950s and designed by Mario Pani (who designed the Conjunto Urbano
Nonoalco Tlatelolco discussed in Chapter 2) and artist José Luis Cuevas. In his article

Irrespective of the García Bernal's actual age, Juan is constantly characterized with
conventional markers of youth: he lives with his parents, is disagreeable in all familial settings,
and has no interest in working towards his future. For this reason, I read his character through
Laura Podalsky’s writing on youth.
13
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“Mario Pani’s Hospitality: Latin America through Arquitectura/Mexico,” George F.
Flaherty describes Satélite as “a self-sufficient bedroom community built in the 1950s
just north of the capital that would free up its historic core for higher commercial and
touristic ‘regeneration’” (253). The city suburb of Satélite comes to represent a sense of
nationalism espoused through architecture and urban planning, as its founding aimed
to displace the details of everyday living to outside the city, reserving the metropolis as
an arena to show off the country’s cosmopolitan flair. Juan’s disdain for the Sateluco (or
Satélite resident)’s quotidian routine outside of the big city becomes clear later on in the
film, as he shamelessly bashes his hometown while conversing with Wilson. He
comments, ruefully referring to its trademark traffic circles, “Dar la vuelta…es el
problema del Sateluco. No saber disfrutar de la vida” as he disparages the mundane
nature of daily life outside of the city. Once again, we note the disillusionment
surrounding what was intended as a utopic project, just as we saw with the portrayal of
Pani’s Unidad Tlatelolco discussed in Chapter 2. Juan and Wilson’s disdain for the
suburban hub becomes clear, as Wilson relieves himself on Satélite’s emblematic
monoliths, an unmistakable monument, immediately after procuring the stolen goods
at the Museo de Antropología. Though he is the more benevolent half of the duo,
Wilson comments “Siempre quise hacer esto,” revealing a longstanding bitterness
towards his hometown. In this humorous gesture, Ruizpalacios introduces the binary
between local and global that is maintained throughout the film. While the museum
robbery is a universally recognized infraction, the urination on the monoliths would
hold much more meaning for a Mexican viewer that is familiar with the monument.
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Living in Satélite, Juan is involuntarily immersed in family life. In her article
“The Young, the Damned, and the Restless: Youth in Contemporary Mexican Cinema,”
Laura Podalsky states that
Youth has often been defined as a transitional period and young adults as
unstable. Frequently these assumptions have produced rigid
classifications that divide young adults into two categories: the properly
socialized and the troublesomely marginal. (146)
Though Juan is not a child and is five years past what would be an adolescent age, he
fits into to the latter group. He inhabits a bedroom covered in pop culture posters,
devotes his time to challenging his young nieces and nephews in the videogame
Galaga, interrupts his father’s lecture on the need to finish graduate school by asking to
borrow the car keys, and takes up a summer job assisting with the photographing of
artifacts at the Museo de Antropología only to fund his marijuana habit. Ironically, it is
his arrested adolescence that first puts him in contact with the precious goods that he
will later steal, as Juan is charged with photographing the same artifacts that he will
smuggle during his road trip across Mexico.
What is curious about the use of young characters in Museo is that though Juan’s
lifestyle fits into the “troublesomely marginal” group outlined by Podalsky, there are
aspects of his personality that do not align with typically rebellious youth. Podalsky
notes that adolescent sexual awakening is frequently shown in Mexican cinema of the
2000s (149), as we have seen in my discussion of Temporada de patos, Año uña, and Los
insólitos peces gato earlier on in this thesis. In Museo, sex is entirely absent in the
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portrayal of Juan. In fact, the only mention of it is when Juan’s uncle informs him on
Christmas Eve that decades earlier, his father, who appears rigid and authoritarian, set
the family house on fire while trying to seduce Juan’s mother14. Juan acts like a child as
he gathers with his nieces and nephews to play videogames, but then seems
disturbingly self-aware as he tells his young nephew where his Christmas presents are
hidden, thus ruining the myth of Santa for the boy. His clear discontent throughout the
Christmas celebrations parallels his historical skepticism detailed in the film’s first
sequence and emphasizes the sense of being out of place that Juan experiences
throughout the film. The artifice of family life materializes through the ill-fitting Santa
costume that Juan is required to don in what will surely be a snowless Christmas in
Mexico City.
While it is possible to read Juan’s thoughts and actions as youthful rebellion,
there is a complexity to his character that hinders conclusion on his maturity level. The
film develops around the central question of “why?” Why cannot Juan finish his
veterinary studies after nine years? Why did he ruin Christmas for the children? Why
did he steal from the Museo de Antropología? As they drive around Satélite in a rare
and delayed flashback, Juan suggests to Wilson “Podemos chingarnos [robarnos] algo,”
bringing up robbery as a mode of entertaining themselves. When asked why, Juan tells
his accomplice “¿Por qué no?” to which Wilson replies “¿Por qué sí?” highlighting

There is one other brief reference to sex, as Juan drunkenly romps with a naked showgirl on
an Acapulco beach, and the two snort drugs off of the stolen Mayan artifacts. This scene will be
discussed later in this chapter.
14
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Juan’s inexplicable delinquency. Podalsky asks “Are young adults apolitical? If so, what
does this mean for the future of the nation?” (145). Juan’s displeasure in his family’s
company and his apolitical indifference for the country’s most ancient treasures
demonstrates the precarity of tradition. He purposefully spoils Christmas for his
juvenile nephew, and under his care, the national treasures are used to play in the sand
and ingest drugs.
During the Christmas dinner scene, Ruizpalacios’ camerawork captures Juan’s
discomfort as the rest of the family partakes in the traditional meal. A handheld camera
depicts the chaos typical of large family gatherings as it films children playing, family
members arriving in the overcrowded living room, and gossip exchanged in muted in
tones. As is the case in Los insólitos peces gato, the handheld camera use in this scene
accentuates the perceived intimacy between characters as it evokes a home movie
aesthetic. The family sits down for dinner and Juan’s father toasts to “un año de la
fregada,” referencing the death of the patriarch, his own father, and implicitly alluding
to the nation-wide tragedy of the 1985 earthquake. Here we note the parallel between
family and nation, as the two tragedies are simultaneously referenced. While the dinner
continues and the family debates the fate of the Sea World whale actor Keiko, the shaky
aesthetic of the handheld camera hastily shifts between speakers, evoking a homemovie aesthetic. As the frame captures a medium shot of Juan seated at the table, the
handheld camera gives way to a steady shot of the protagonist. The lighting decreases
and a slow-motion, steady camera captures the energetic chatter of the other family
members. In this moment, like many in the film, Juan is difficult to read. He is clearly
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upset, likely due to his siblings’ incessant bullying, but there is also an added darkness
to the character. The contrast between this shot and the previous one suggests that Juan
is out of place. An extreme close-up of his father’s watch, combined with cinematic
dramatic irony, reveals that Juan is scheming his ultimate act of rebellion: robbing the
Museo de Antropología.
This variation of shot length, steadiness, and framing continues throughout the
film, as Ruizpalacios’ camera constantly shifts registers. In her article, Podalsky notes
that 2000s films in Mexico often have an “MTV aesthetic” (150), citing the fast-paced,
“hyperlink cinema” quality that I discuss in Chapter 2 of earlier films like Amores perros
and contrary to the long take, contemplative cinema that Mexico sent to festivals in the
same period. Though the aesthetic of Museo, made in the subsequent decade, is
comparable to this MTV aesthetic—as is Ruizpalacios’ earlier work, Güeros (2014)—the
diversity of shots in Museo contrasts the uniform pace of the works that Podalsky
discusses. Additionally, there are several moments in which we experience incongruous
sound and image in Museo, much like the disjunctions between sound and image that
we see in Año uña. Like Jonás Cuarón’s work, Ruizpalacios manipulates the
complementary use of sound and image typical of fiction films to grant depth to his
characters. For example, the pace of sound and image is entirely misaligned during the
heist. The scene begins with the air of typical crime drama, as instrumental music
accompanies the thieves’ arrivals at the crime scene. The camera aptly captures the
expanse of the Museo de Antropología, a gigantesque structure that features an
extensive patio surrounded by exhibition rooms. A shot of the Juan and Wilson’s
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shadowed figures approaching the museum is followed by an extreme close-up of
Wilson’s hands picking a lock. Spectators watch as the two expertly remove the glass
protecting their first stolen artifact during a bravura four-minute-long sequence that
features only diegetic sound. This sound, however, does not align in pace to the
progression of images.
What follows is a sequence of Juan and Wilson in various poses, holding
instruments and artifacts. The separation of images is punctuated by the click of an
analog camera and separated by what appears to be a shutter closing. This sequence
parallels one from earlier in the film, in which we see Juan assisting in the
photographing of the museum’s most valuable pieces as part of his summer job. In this
first evocation of analog photography in the film, sound and image do align. In contrast
to the rapid succession of photographic images that gives the illusion of movement in
Año uña, this series of shots inversely makes cinematic shots appear to be photographic.
However, the images are not photographs; they are seconds long shots in which Juan
and Wilson’s bodies are suspended in poses. We see their hands holding tools, the
beads of sweat accumulating on their foreheads, and the removal of the artifacts from
their rightful place in museum cases. In contrast to the rostrum camera that hovers over
the still images in Año uña, these cinematic takes show Juan and Wilson struggling to
make their hands stay still as they pose for the stationary camera. The sound in this
sequence does not align with the images, as it is a continuous repetition of the diegetic
noises of the robbery: the clipping of wires, tapping of glass, and the jingling of Mayan
jewelry in the hands of the 20th century burglars. This sequence manipulates cinema’s
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ability to convey the passage or duration of time in a single sequence. Instead of
producing progression, it creates a temporal confusion. Ruizpalacios’ camerawork does
not move spectators forward in time, instead, it unnaturally suspends them in Juan and
Wilson’s scheme.
As previously mentioned, the robbery at the Museo de Antropología occurred
during the same year as what was, up until that point, Mexico’s most devastating
earthquake. Stuart A. Day, author of the introduction to the edited volume Modern
Mexican Culture, describes the earthquake as a defining moment that forced a
“displacement” for Mexicans (4). Exactly thirty-two years later, on September 19, 2017,
Mexico was struck by another catastrophic earthquake of similar magnitude. As
observed in the 2017 earthquake, though they may be devastating, national disasters
have the potential to bring a nation together, such as the case of the hyperbolic
demonstration of American pride following the September 11 attacks in New York City.
As these terrible events incite a collective reaction, such as an outpouring of
nationalism, they also open the door for individual voices to emerge and capture the
zeitgeist of the moment. In the case of the 1985 earthquake, Day suggests using
“mediated testimonies,” like the work of Elena Poniatowska, as a way of understanding
national history (4). In his crónica “Los días del terremoto,” included in Entrada libre:
crónicas de la ciudad que se organiza (1987), Carlos Monsiváis comments on the collective
reaction to the national disaster, writing “Existe, es la conclusión preliminar, un espíritu
cívico y nacional más vigoroso de lo que se suponía,” capturing the surprise in the wake
of tragedy (25). Monsiváis also calls attention to the unexpected and heroic role of
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young people in earthquake rescue. Rather than take on 1985 through these collective
outcries of shared pain, Ruizpalacios presents the year to us through Juan’s individual
and apparently anomalous crime. Juan’s actions carry more weight in this climate, as he
is not just stealing from the Museo, but rather, from an already damaged nation. What
would have been deplorable if it took place in any other year, is seen as an act of treason
against his fellow Mexicans, and his family, who, as previously mentioned, is still
mourning the recent death of their grandfather.
In his review of the film, Catalán journalist Jordi Costa references this parallel
national-family conflict, asking “¿Es la fuerza del afecto o son las telerañas de una
cultura nacional lo que impide la huida?” Costa’s status as an international spectator
and critic elucidates the perceived sense of collective Mexican pride in the eyes of a
global audience. Juan is deeply troubled, though there is no apparent reason why. This
trend of a self-aware, but delinquent protagonist portrayed through the artifice of film
exists throughout Mexican cinema and can be traced from Luis Buñuel’s seminal Los
olvidados (1950) through Ruizpalacios opera prima Güeros. As is the case with Güeros,
Ruizpalacios’ varied cinematic techniques throughout the work vacillate between
reality-based mise-en-scène captured through handheld cameras to artificially stylized
scenes that seem to mock the art of cinema. For example, as Juan gets into a bar fight in
Acapulco, a spotlight reveals his clumsily choreographed punches, which are met with
a loud bang on the soundtrack, like what one would find in a cartoon. The artifice of
this choreographed scene is revealed when Wilson, the narrator says “Y ahora…una
pelea.” In this moment, Wilson has just left Juan’s car during an argument, thus proving
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the fictional construct of this “witness account.” Wilson, the absent voice-of-God
narrator announces what the audience wants to see and Juan produces that action. In
another metacritical moment, Juan asks a drunk on the street for directions to “La
Puerta al Paraíso,” the only bar he knows in Acapulco. The pedestrian replies to him,
laughing: “La puerta al paraíso está cerrada para usted,” unknowingly aligning his
comment with Juan’s recent wrongdoing.
As well as a parallel between nation and family, Museo illustrates a parallel
between individual and collective psyche. Mexican Journalist Israel Ruiz Arreola
comments on Ruizpalacio’s work stating
El cineasta se apropió del guión que ya había escrito Manuel Alcalá y lo
convirtió en una odisea que exude en todo momento una mexicanidad
casi palpable. Al igual que su anterior largometraje, Güeros (2014),
Ruizpalacios consigue adentrarse en el alma mexicana, develando sus
encantos y contradicciones.
Ruiz Arreola’s claim presents a curious paradox, as the museum robbery was widely
seen as a crime against Mexico. We witness this national abhorrence towards the thieves
in Museo, as the household television set transmits the newscasts of the robbery on
Christmas morning.
As Juan’s family crowds around the family television set, we see a parallel
version of the previously mentioned footage of Tláloc’s Mexico City arrival. The voiceof-God narration shifts from Wilson’s comments to those of Jacobo Zabludovsky, the
famed anchorman for the 24 Horas news station. We see another parallel in this scene:
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the chaos of the shocked family members huddling around the television is captured
through a handheld camera, while the next shot steadily tracks forward to Juan’s guilty
face, much like in the Christmas eve scene mentioned above. As Zabludovsky’s
discussion shifts from the stolen pieces to updates on earthquake repairs, Juan’s father
is featured in the center of the frame. The back of his head falls perfectly within the
onscreen frame of the television set, aligning his authority with that of Zabludovsky’s
official, nationalist discourse.
I argue that Juan’s isolation from his family—and nation—can be read as
symptomatic of the complexity of mexicanidad. In his foundational text El laberinto de la
soledad, Octavio Paz states
El mexicano y la mexicanidad se definen como ruptura y negación. Y,
asimismo, como búsqueda, como voluntad por trascender ese estado de
exilio. En suma, como viva conciencia de la soledad, histórica y personal.
La historia, que no nos podía decir nada sobre la naturaleza de nuestros
sentimientos y de nuestros conflictos, sí nos puede mostrar ahora cómo se
realiza la ruptura y cuáles han sido nuestras tentativas para transcender la
soledad. (113)
Paz’s pessimistic tone demonstrates the longstanding perception of internal conflict in
Mexico, which he characterizes as soledad. As Juan and Wilson traverse the country with
the contraband in tow, they live in self-imposed exile. After a futile attempt to sell the
artifacts to a foreign collector, they have no choice but to return home. This is
paradoxical, as Juan is deeply unhappy in his family’s company, as proven when he
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phones his sister for help, only to call her “pinche fea” as he hangs up the payphone.
Reading his behavior and psychological trouble through Paz’s writing suggests that
Juan’s condition is neither atypical nor abhorrent. Instead, it is an exaggeration of this
shared sentiment of seeking self-awareness through solitude. In his chapter, “Solitude,”
Robert McKee Irwin notes that Paz postulates “a distinctly Mexican national
subjectivity” (150), reinforcing the mexicanidad captured by his writing.
Though the robbery is a crime against his country, if we read Juan’s actions
through the lens of this historical perception of mexicanidad, Juan’s criminality is a
symptom of the historical condition of the nation against which his crimes are
committed. In criticizing Paz’s writing, McKee Irwin goes on to explain that
Mexicans are actually ‘particularly gregarious,’ a ‘we’ before an ‘I,’ not an
atom but a constellation: a people, a community, a neighborhood, a
brotherhood, a friendship and, above all, unwashed but solid as the
mountainous masses, a family. (151)
Though we are rarely offered a collective view in Museo, save for the masses seen at the
1964 historical footage of Tláloc, the parallel illustrations of nation and family leads us
to believe that Juan’s criminality is the exception, not the rule. This is emphasized in
Zabludovsky’s expression of collective sorrow mentioned above. His loneliness derives
from his refusal to participate in this “constellation” of social relations. Curiously,
though Juan demonstrates nothing but disdain for his family, he tells Wilson that they
cannot steal the car they are driving because it belongs to his family. Again, we note
Juan’s conflicting and problematic moral perspective, as he had no issue robbing the
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artifacts from the Museo de la Antropología. While Juan shows no allegiance to his
family—save for this moment in which he refuses to steal his father’s car—Wilson
serves a foil who is constantly bringing up his terminally ill father and the need to care
for him. After Juan spends a night with a showgirl—who happens to be Isabela Camila
Masiero, better known as Princesa Yamal featured in María José Cuevas documentary
Bellas de noche (2016) mentioned in Chapter 3—on the Acapulco beach, he wakes up to
find his backpack of stolen treasures gone. As a handheld camera captures Juan’s frantic
search for the artefacts, Wilson’s ambiguous voiceover narration returns. He states “A
veces me marea cuando pienso en lo cerca de estuvieron de perderse esas piezas. Pienso
en todas las cosas que han estado a punto de no ser. Y allí siguen.” Narration drifts
between subjective-diegetic and objective-non diegetic (voice of God), thus
problematizing its truth claim (in line with the film as a whole) as Wilson comes to
represent the collective voice of an entire country who watched their history disappear
overnight.
Thematically, Museo boasts national appeal, as it deals with shared traumas of
Mexico’s recent past, however, its distribution suggests the international influence in its
realization. Museo was the first Spanish language film bought by YouTube (owned by
Google) in October 2018. Purchased after production, it had been made by a
conglomerate of Mexican and North American production companies, including the
publicly funded IMCINE and Fidecine. After a limited run in select Mexican theaters in
August 2018, it was released in New York in September of the same year, then again in
Mexico in October (IMdB). Domestically, it grossed a disappointing $148,505, which is
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about a fourth of its international revenue (Box Office Mojo), thus showing that it failed
to find a local audience in spite of the presence of a major star, possibly due to its
disjointed audiovisual arrangement. These dates and numbers demonstrate the relative
international appeal of Museo, despite its decidedly local plotline. Museo can currently
be found exclusively through YouTube Premium, the site’s streaming service. Unlike
other streaming sites like Hulu and Netflix, YouTube Premium is a minor presence in
the streaming network, as it costs $15 per month, therefore its distribution model favors
a limited international audience. Moreover, Museo's failure at the Mexican box office
suggests that YouTube, inexperienced in movie distribution, was unable to orchestrate a
theatrical campaign that could connect with local filmgoers.
Though it takes on history through a different lens, Roma (Alfonso Cuarón 2018)
engages in a similar parallel between individual and collective experience. It features an
indigenous protagonist who selflessly cares for an upper-middle class Mexico City
family in the 1971. Roma was filmed in Mexico and produced by Netflix, the Hollywood
based Participant Media, and Esperanto-Filmoj, which is Cuarón’s own production
company that he runs out of California. It premiered at the Venice International Film
Festival in August 2018 and subsequently showed at eighteen more festivals around the
world. Cuarón’s portrayal of Cleo (played by first-time actress Yalitza Aparicio), the
Mixtec speaking nanny, earned him three Oscar awards in 2019. In addition to inciting a
critical debate on the agency of Cleo and unofficially inaugurating Netflix as a major
production force in international cinema, Roma boasts tremendous aesthetic value. I aim
to focus my analysis of the film in Cuarón’s minute attention to detail in his realization
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of his own nostalgic memories. Like of the discussion of other films in this thesis, this
section will feature a close-reading of Roma’s most critical scenes, in addition to a closelistening of these scenes. As I do with Año uña in Chapter 2, I look to sound as a crucial
mode of understanding the both the interaction between characters and the
materialization of documentary likeness in Roma. I then place my analysis of the formal
qualities of Roma in dialogue with its Netflix production context, putting its
problematic, but well-intended plotline in conversation with its equally complicated
production and distribution history.
In their article “Immersive Point-of-Audition: Alfonso Cuarón’s ThreeDimensional Sound Design Approach,” authors René Idrovo and Sandra Pauletto focus
on “sonic strategy” as a way of helping viewers identify with characters in cinema (31).
Their case study of Cuarón’s Oscar winning Gravity (2013) presents a convincing
argument for the significance of the use of sound in Gravity, which was the first film to
include digital surround, or 3D sound throughout the entire work (34). They argue that
in film, point of audition is just as important as point of view (37). As Roma makes a
similar use of sound and this dissertation is concerned with the boundaries between
real and fiction in film, I include their study provides valuable insight into how new
technologies “[reduce] the distance perceived between object and its representation”
(35). The authors cite Michel Chion’s term, “the superfield,” which refers to continuity
in soundtrack (32) and empahasize Chion’s definition of the “point of audition,” which
has two components: spatial designation and subjective designation (38). While the
former refers to where the sound comes from in relation to the spectator, the latter
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identifies who in the film is hearing it. The continuous sonic experience afforded by the
superfield accounts for the spatial designation, but not the subjective designation. This
bird’s eye point of audition fails to achieve a subjective designation and thus does not
result in the strong auditor-character identification that “immersive point-of-audition”
creates (45). They argue that in Gravity, Cuarón utilizes an “ultrafield,” stating that the
“ultrafield sacrificies that type of continuity and instead offers a continuous space in
which sound sources maintain a specific relative position in the diegesis” (32). In other
words, the ultrafield most closely replicates the continuity of sound in everyday life.
As well as identification with the characters, sound plays an important role in the
ontological caliber of what is seen on screen. Idrovo and Pauletto state that “immersive
sound technology is directly connected to the aim of achieving spatial realism, an
everlasting ideal that has existed since the dawn of sound in cinema” (33). We witness
this aural illustration of spatial realism during the birth scene in Roma, which serves as
the film’s climax. After commencing labor in a furniture store in the middle of the
Halconazo shooting, Cleo is rushed to the hospital in a panic. As she gives birth and
then anxiously waits for a response from her baby, the soundtrack privileges Cleo’s
heavy breathing. Though the doctor is the only character speaking in this chaotic scene,
the point of audition is clearly Cleo. It is through sound that Cuarón transmits Cleo’s
anxiety to the auditors/spectators, burdening them with Cleo’s heartbreaking
realization that her daughter is dead. Idrovo and Pauletto state that “sound lures us to
become an invisible auditor” (41). Indeed, in this scene, Cuarón breaks the proverbial
fourth wall with the subjectivity of the film’s diegetic sound, allowing the spectator to
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become the sonic equivalent of a voyeur, someone who surreptitiously invades the
private space of the filmed subject.
As discussed in Chapter 2 with reference to Año uña, sound and image are
constantly working together in cinema, and one cannot be divorced from the other.
Idrovo and Pauletto insist on the visual ramifications of digital surround sound and
note that “the digital surround style is identified by traits such as an abundant
utilization of close shots, quick cutting, and editing practices that are indifferent to the
norms of classical continuity” (32). Cuarón manipulates the conventions of cinema, as
his sonic ultrafield is not accompanied by these rapid cuts. Instead of the three to six
second average shot length favored by traditional Hollywood cinema, Roma features
extremely long takes, with the opening shot clocking in at a very lengthy five minutes
and thirty-five seconds. Cuarón’s film rejects classical generic categorization by
including these unusually long takes coupled with immersive sound. On one hand, it is
a thoughtfully meticulously designed art film that favors a hyper-aesthetization that
goes beyond mere realism, such as the moving yet bizarre scene in which a man clad in
a monster costume contemplates the New Year’s Eve fire in the countryside. On the
other, it is an intensely personal realization of autobiographical experience that seeks to
recreate both the material details and the nostalgic affection of the director’s childhood.
In concluding their article, Idrovo and Pauletto note that
In Roma, immersive point-of-audition helps to vividly represent a past
reality, a world to which the spectator is transported by means of—among
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other factors—the sensation of ‘presence’ in a space created out of the
director’s own personal memories. (54)
Rather than work against each other, Roma’s formal details—its black and white
footage, 3D immersive sound, and long tracking shots—collaborate with the
autobiographical impetus behind the work.
Though the extended shot length introduced by the establishing sequence of
Roma is continued throughout the film—even in the tense sequence in which Cleo gives
birth to her stillborn daughter—there is one sequence that features rapid shots and
discontinuous sound. When Antonio, Sofía’s unfaithful husband, is first introduced, he
is illustrated through audiovisual fragments within his prized Galaxy car. As a long
steady shot captures the garage to the family home, the soundtrack is overwhelmed by
the noise of the Galaxy’s incessant beeping. The sound is heard from outside the car as
Adela and Cleo run to open the door in this nine second shot. A series of much shorter
shots (of about 3 seconds each) feature the headlights of the car entering the garage and
extreme close-ups of a lighter, cigarettes, documents from the Instituto del Seguro
Social hospital, the car’s gas gage, the side mirror as it grazes the garage wall (a
harbinger for what is to come for the car that barely fits into the garage), a masculine
hand holding a burning cigarette, various controls within the car, a foot pressing on the
car brake, and the car’s logo plastered on its front fender. There are a few medium and
long shots that feature the expanse of the garage and the children excitedly waiting for
their father to exit interspersed within these extreme close ups. Each time the camera
moves from the extreme close-up shots inside the car to the longer shots outside, the
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soundtrack makes a fundamental shift between the overwhelming volume of the
diegetic music playing within the car and the remnants of this music escaping out into
the garage amid the echo of the car engine. The atypical shot length, extreme close ups,
and emphasis on vacillating sound between shots in this sequence instruct us not to
trust Antonio from the moment he is introduced. Rather than the long, contemplative
traveling shots that evoke the aesthetic of an observational documentary and
document profound character development among the film’s protagonists, the only
information we can gather from these shots of Antonio are the most superficial details
of his life: he is a medical doctor, has expensive taste, and cares scrupulously for his
Galaxy. His regard for his family, like his material concerns, lacks depth and his image
is fragmented.
As viewers become immersed in the world of Roma, it becomes unsurprising that
as the film’s most disingenuous character, Antonio, is introduced so artificially. This
first sequence of him is the only one in which we witness him engaging in family life, as
he soon leaves for a “research trip” in Quebec. He never returns from this trip, and we
later learn that he is has abandoned his family and stayed in Mexico City. We see him
just two more times in the film. As Cleo takes the children to the movies, Cuarón’s
traveling shot of the bustling Roma streets reveals Antonio flirting with a young
woman as they move through the crowd. Coupled with the film’s frequent use of
expansive tracking shots that lay bare the reality of family life for Roma’s protagonists,
the contrast between this footage and the previous sequence of Antonio arriving home
in his Galaxy suggests that Antonio was out of place in the family home. Once more, we
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see him at the hospital when Cleo arrives in labor. He appears in the elevator with the
frightened Cleo and her doctor, disingenuously informing Cleo that he cannot
accompany her to the delivery room. When Cleo’s obstetrician informs him that he is
permitted to be with Cleo, he says that he does not have time, citing a scheduled
consult. Compared with this initial introduction, these latter sequences featuring
Antonio suggest the truth revealed in Cuarón’s observational style of footage. The
director’s manipulation of the conventions of cinema implicitly instructs viewers to
judge Antonio as a dishonest and morally shallow character.
Though Roma features masterful cinematography throughout, the film sparked
cultural criticism for its production and distribution model. As Cuarón’s eighth film
and his first made in Mexico since his 2000 hit Y tu mama también, Roma provokes a
questioning the work of the three amigos and their production outside of their home
country. In her book, New Transnationalisms in Contemporary Latin American Cinemas,
Dolores Tierney talks about “film texts which may offer cultural (and economic)
resistance and national autonomy in the face of (usually) Hollywood international
domination” as she looks for “a more complex understanding of the relationship
between Hollywood, popular cinema, and the rest of the world” (7). She sees the three
amigos, among other Latin American directors, as “interstitial authors” (9) whose work
navigates the often-conflicting territories of their homelands and Hollywood. Released
just a few months after the publication of Tierney’s book, Roma serves as an interstitial
work that negotiates the hybrid production by Mexican filmmakers. Roma is both
personal and local, as it is pays homage to Libo, the woman who raised Alfonso Cuarón
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and Mexico City in the early 1970s. It is also an intricately designed period piece that
studiously recreated the upper-middle class environment in which Cuarón was raised.
To the dismay of Mexican audiences, Roma premiered internationally before it arrived
on the big screen in its home country. In the “Special Dossier on Roma” Paul Julian
Smith notes the much-anticipated arrival of Roma in carefully selected venues in the
capital in his essay “Watching Roma in Mexico City.” He writes
Amid much polemic, Roma was shown briefly in select independent
theater: the Cine Tonalá (in the colonia Roma itself), Cinemanía (where
Netflix kitted out a theater with special equipment) and the twin film
schools of the CCC (Centro de Capacitación Cinematográfica) and the
CUEC (Centro Universitario de Educación Cinematográfica).
Thus, though its content is distinctly Mexican, its Netflix-controlled distribution and
exhibition betray and reinforce the locality of its plotline.
Despite this criticism, there are, however, positive details that emerged from the
film’s Netflix production and distribution, as Roma did generate substantial interest in
Mexican filmmaking through its presence on the streaming site. The article “‘ROMA’, la
película mexicana que ha causado revuelo en el mundo” featured in Mexican Feel
magazine notes that:
El impacto de la película ha empujado a Netflix a cambiar sus propias
reglas con respecto a las esquemas tradicionales de lanzamiento. ROMA
será la primera película original de Netflix que estrenara en cines antes
que en su servicio internet. Será así que una película mexicana,
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estelarizada por una mujer indígena y hablada en español y mixteco,
rompe las estrictas políticas de una de las empresas más existosas a nivel
internacional. Netflix ha tenido la visión de ver más allá de los
estereotipos del cine comercial y aportar por una cinta profundamente
humana.
Although the film was denied a wide theatrical release, thanks to Netflix, Roma is
accessible to a substantially larger viewing audience and is part of a body of
international works that inaugurates new models of filmmaking and distribution. As
the second Mexican Netflix funded production (the series Club de cuervos was the first),
Roma solidifies Mexico’s place in the international filmmaking arena with its high
production value.
It is important to highlight the other qualities that distinguish Roma from the
Cuarón corpus. Unlike his earlier films, Roma does not boast internationally
recognizable star actors. As mentioned above, it is the first acting credit for its
protagonist, Yalitza Aparicio. Still, it is a film focused on place and is, after all, named
for the neighborhood in which the action takes. Anyone familiar with Mexico City
would recognize the title and the neighborhood, however, to foreign audiences, it
remains enigmatic even after viewing (the neighborhood is never identified as Roma).
Aside from the architecture, the only hint as to where the film takes place is one brief
close-up shot of the Tepeji street sign where the house is located. Like most of the
aesthetic characteristics of the film—the black and white footage, elaborate sound
design, and lengthy traveling shots—its enigmatic title aligns Roma with the
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contemplative art films frequently shown in festival settings. Despite the
democratization and wider viewership offered by Netflix, Roma maintains a foreign and
elite quality.
The new wave of Mexican filmmaking that emerged in the twenty-first century is
a much-studied trope that frequently raises the question of what makes a film national.
In the introduction to the volume El estado de las cosas: Cine latinoamericano en el nuevo
milenio (2015), editors Gabriela Copertari and Carolina Sitnisky focus their
categorization of films as national based on funding alone. They implicitly invoke the
controversy of the three amigos, questioning
¿Cómo hablar entonces de cine nacional, cuando un alto número de
producciones se concretan a través de inversiones de capitales extranjeros
y los actores y equipos técnicos también son de diversas procedencias?
(12)
Funding is essential to cinema as it not only heavily influences every aesthetic decision
in a film, but also is critical to the film’s distribution and screening at festivals. Though
it had a limited theatrical release, Netflix reportedly spent upwards of $15 million on
Roma’s promotion, a resource which Museo was of course denied. Questions of funding
and box office sales have inspired academic production that debates the relevancy of
Mexican films made with international intervention.
In his chapter “Niñas mal y la culminación del cine comercial en México,” critic
and scholar Ignacio Sánchez Prado shares his frustration with the three amigos’
monopolization of attention paid to Mexican cinema, as he focuses his criticism on the
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commercial hit Niñas mal instead of the widely-known, Oscar winning films of del Toro,
Cuarón, and Iñárritu. Sánchez Prado emphasizes that we think about the industry
perspective in cinema more than in any other media (49). He presents a useful
connection between economic classes and cinema viewing that should be considered
when considering the distribution platform used for Roma, which is a midmarket film
positioned between commercial and art production. While in some ways, its availability
on Netflix has widely enhanced its viewership potential—especially with international
audiences—only half of Mexican homes have broadband internet, which would make it
impossible for many domestic spectators to see the film (it was, however, widely
available on pirate DVD).
In terms of content, Roma offers a realistic and painstaking portrayal of domestic
labor through the character Cleo which may prove uncomfortable to its target
demographic. Though the film may appeal to upper-middle class audiences who, like
Cuarón, will remember holidays spent in the countryside or their parents bringing
home new cars, it also serves to incite a class consciousness. Deborah Shaw writes in
“Children of Women? Alfonso Cuarón’s Love Letter to His Nana,” which was included
in the “Special Dossier on Roma” cited above:
Cuarón calls to account a system, a class and a generation who have not
known how to see Libo [the housemaid in Y tu mamá también], Cleo, and
so many others in their position, or believe they have stories worth telling.
Roma is the result of Cuarón’s acknowledgment that the lives that he and
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other middle-class Mexicans enjoy are built on the exploitation of poor
indigenous or mestiza women.
Mexican critic Fernanda Solórzano emphasizes her personal connection to the
film in her “Entrevista a Alfonso Cuarón: ‘Con Roma quería honrar el tiempo y el
espacio; que los lugares dictaran lo que iba a pasar’” published in Letras Libres in
December 2018. In discussing the inspiration for Cleo’s character, who was Libo,
the woman to whom Cuarón dedicates the film, Solórzano mentions “[su] propia
Libo,” proving the affective pull of the family caretaker shown on screen and the
uneasy recognition such figures evoke in a middle-class viewer.
Both Museo and Roma are heavily, if problematically, influenced by
indigenous Mexico. Beginning with the historical Tláloc footage in Museo, the
audience is encouraged to consider Mexico’s indigenous roots and the film
features significant footage of contemporary indigenous Mexicans. Ironically
enough, their native language remains untranslated. This means that non-Maya
speaking spectators are never privy to the conversations of characters overhead
by the protagonists at archeological site of Palenque, thus aligning us with Juan’s
upper middle class, Eurocentric perspective and reinforcing Sánchez Prado’s
claim that cinema in Mexico is typically made for upper-middle class audiences.
Museo does insist, however, that the descendants of those who created the stolen
treasures live still amongst the dominant Spanish-speaking population. Roma
treats indigenous Mexico with a more sympathetic gaze, as Cleo’s life is
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studiously recorded through Cuarón’s camera and audiences are provided with
subtitles to understand Cleo’s Mixtec interactions.
Made almost two decades into Mexico’s post-NAFTA cinematic effervescence, it
could be argued that Museo and Roma inaugurate a new era of Mexican filmmaking that
features a retrospective reckoning with the country’s past. Unlike the hyperbolically
violent films that we saw in Chapter 1 (El castillo de la pureza, Canoa, and Las
Poquianchis), these new millennium films look at earlier decades with an ambivalent
nostalgia that seeks to address past injustice as it makes sense of emotional ties to
personal histories. In their manipulations of the conventions of cinema, Ruizpalacios
and Cuarón captivate spectators and instruct them to read each scene with a critical eye.
Both films use family ties to illustrate national history. Whereas Museo
establishes family life as Juan’s main sources of frustration, his crime is committed
against his nation, not his family. Roma is an autobiographical tale that develops
through the nostalgic perspective of its world-renowned director. In its minute
recreation of the Mexico City in which Cuarón grew up (achieved by a combination of
meticulous physical art design and expert digital effects), it serves as a sentimental
postcard of the country in the 1970s.
Finally, through their complex use of sound and image, these films demonstrate
the tremendous artistic potential of Mexican filmmaking and initiate new paradigms of
production and distribution through their respective and controversial connections
with YouTube and Netflix. In doing so, they raise critical questions about the future
consumption of Mexican cinema in the national and international arena.
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Conclusion

As we have seen, Mexican cinema is a diverse and far-reaching field that has
showcased a wide range of cinematic techniques and themes throughout the last fifty
years. In this thesis, my goal has been to demonstrate both the diversity and consistency
of Mexican cinema between the 1970s and the present. While on the one hand the
examined films illustrate a wide range of topics, from public acts of terrible violence to
playful contemplations on the interactions of everyday life, on the other, they prove the
constant presence of a documentary impulse in fiction filmmaking. Through my
cinematographic analysis, I hope to have demonstrated the pervasive presence of
documentary in works formally classified as fiction in order to inspire a multifaceted
exploration of each film that transcends typical generic categorization. Rather than
obliterate the distinctions between different filmic genre, my analysis builds on
previous theorizations on topics such as melodrama, horror, journalism, and
photography in cinema in order to identify how fiction film is a multi-media amalgam
that can serve to help us better understand historical realities and that of everyday life.
Chapter 1 raises the ever-pertinent question of the intersections of documentary,
journalism, and fiction, as it considers three films that feature incidents of terrible
violence. As it explores the binary between public and private acts of brutality, it looks
at the cinematic repercussions of the well-known violence of Mexico, 1968. The
relationship between the Mexican film industry and Luis Echeverría Álvarez, thenpresident of the country, becomes central to my consideration of how difficult topics
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like murder and domestic abuse evaded censorship in these films. El castillo de la pureza
suggests the threat of violence inherent to patriarchal familial and social structures, as
the domestic spaces proves conducive to the sociopathic and ill-tempered father,
Gabriel Lima. The perverse conditions of his family’s entrapment and the observational
footage that reveals its consequences force viewers to think about the lack of societal
infrastructure that allowed the situation to occur. At the same time, the melodramatic
acting styles of all the film’s characters highlights Ripstein’s condemnation of such
living conditions.
Whereas the violence of El castillo de la pureza is restricted to the home, the
atrocities that we witness in Canoa all happen in public sphere, as the five Puebla hikers
who have recently arrived in town are murdered under the paranoia fueled by the local
priest. As discussed throughout Chapter 1, Canoa features different registers of action
that include fictional recreations, mockumentary characteristics, and, at its most
emotional moments, melodramatic performances that evidence the suffering of the five
young men. Canoa has experienced several surges in interest over the years, as its tape
and DVD forms have been restored and reconfigured, demonstrating the continued
appeal of its take on the violent event.
Unlike Canoa, Las Poquianchis has not enjoyed renewed attention. Though the
case was extremely well-known as it was developing, the fictional iterations of Las
Poquianchis that are most notable today are the literary interpretations of the event, not
Cazals’ film. In some ways, Las Poquianchis serves as a companion film to Canoa. Indeed,
they were released in the same year and the films’ “villains” (the local priest and the
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landowner who convinces don Rosario to hand his daughters over to the González
Valenzuela sisters) are played by the same actor, Enrique Lucero. In other ways, they
demonstrate different takes on journalism. In Canoa, the first shots of the crimes being
reported represent journalism as a justifying force in Mexico, as the reporters frantically
work to transmit the news and then mourn the deaths of the victims. In this case,
journalism inspires a collective recognition of the crime in the shock of its aftermath. It
transmits to the public the idea that the perpetrators, just like the victims, could be
anyone. Conversely, in Las Poquianchis, amarillista journalism is unsympathetic to the
victims. It trivializes the crimes with the goal of entertaining the audience within the
action, as well as that of Cazals’ film.
Chapter 2 looks at the new wave of Mexico cinema that emerged with the new
millennium. From an industry standpoint, it considers how the turn of the century
inaugurated a new era for Mexican filmmaking, enabling young auteur directors to
create films reminiscent of the high-quality art films that we see in Chapter 1. Though
this chapter highlights the boom in the Mexican cinematic industry of the early 2000s, I
focus on understudied films from young directors that use minimalist aesthetics in their
explorations of adolescent urban experiences.
My discussion of Temporada de patos revolves around the setting of the film,
which is the Conjunto Urbano Nonoalco Tlatelolco housing complex. I use Eimbcke’s
work to reflect on previous literary and cinematic works dealing with the infamous
1968 Tlatelolco massacre as I consider the photographic quality of the director’s
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aesthetic decisions. Shot in black and white, Temporada de patos achieves visual
complexity through framing.
Like Temporada de patos, Año uña relies on photographs. In this case, photographic
storytelling is exaggerated, as the film exclusively features still photographs. Because of
Año uña’s unique audiovisual arrangement, I use this chapter to reflect on the use of
sound in cinema, which becomes central to my discussion of the interaction between
sound and image in Chapter 4. This chapter also considers new transnational trends in
Mexican filmmaking at the start of the new millennium, as Año uña’s multicultural
plotline parallels new interactions between the Mexican film industry and the
international commercial and festival circuit.
Whereas Chapters 1 and 2 considers nationally known events, Chapter 3 deals
more closely with the domestic space of the family home. Though my reading of
Quebranto is framed within Pinolito/Coral’s well-known career as a child actor, my
analysis of the film negotiates the divide between her professional on-screen presence
and the precarious details of Coral’s private life. As the only formal documentary
featured in this thesis, Quebranto demonstrates how fiction becomes inevitable in
documentary construction. Fiesco’s inclusion of scenes like Coral’s storefront dance
sequence and her Raphael lip-synching number pay homage to her unique past life as a
young male entertainer, while the more intimate exchanges with her mother, doña Lilia
demonstrate the tenuous state of her life in illness.
The role of the caretaker also surfaces in Los insólitos peces gato, as Claudia finds
herself in the unknown territory of a loving family. Sainte-Luce’s film tracks Claudia’s
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immersion into Marta’s family with cinematography that indicates the most critical
moments of this process. The last sequence, which features Marta’s children (and
Claudia) staring directly at the camera as the late Marta’s voiceover monologue reveals
her wishes for each one and emphasizes both the continuation of Marta’s legacy beyond
her death, in addition to the perpetual development of family ties beyond the film.
Chapter 4 features many of the themes discussed above, as it deals with both
national and personal memories. Museo emphasizes the parallel between nation and
family, as Juan’s familial fall from grace is accompanied by his crime against his
country. In unsuccessfully attempting to get rich from the stolen artefacts, Juan’s flee
from his home in Satélite turns into a countrywide manhunt. Ruizpalacios use of
voiceover narration lends itself to psychological interpretation that would typically be
found in a documentary. His inclusion of footage like the Zabludovsky announcement
of the crime demonstrates the archival impulse of his film, as it addresses a wound of
Mexico’s recent past. Commercially, Museo’s Youtube distribution inaugurates a new
era of Mexican filmmaking in the globalized, digitalized world.
Since Roma is an auteur retrospective that looks to the first decade covered in this
thesis (the 1970s) and is Mexico’s first Netflix produced and distributed film, it serves as
a point of connection between all the films examined in this dissertation. Roma’s intense
focus on family life and memories, coupled with its observational footage reiterates the
domestic impulse of other films from the 2000s explored in this project. At the same
time, its inclusion of the 1971 Halconazo shooting during the film’s tensest moment
reiterates the reckoning with history present in each one of these works. Cuarón’s
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intelligent pairing of sound and image proves the finesse with which Mexican
cinematographers work, suggesting that the country’s prolific industry will continue to
produce films of great aesthetic value.
Though I focus my analysis on the 1970s and the 2000s, I hope that readers will
consider the aesthetic connections between these works signaled in my writing to other
periods, and that they will use them to gain a better understanding of Mexican film
history throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first. Though each one of
my studied works has been chosen to explore the specific periods, themes, and
cinematographic techniques examined in this thesis, these are just nine examples of an
industry in constant development. Mexican cinema is a rich and ever-growing field of
academic and journalistic study and my goal is that my analysis can be applied to the
works not included in this thesis, and those that have yet to be made.
Similarly, I hope that this thesis serves to widen our perspective of documentary
film, as I propose that we apply documentary theory and analysis to works with
documentary elements, not just traditional nonfiction films. In Nichols’ chapter
“Documentary Film and the Modernist Avant-Garde” featured in Speaking Truth Within
Film: Evidence, Ethics, Politics in Documentary, he elucidates the myriad ways in which
documentary engages with fictional elements, while insisting on the social implications
of the genre. My hope is that readers will note the existence of these elements, which
include, but are not limited to “photographic realism, narrative structure, and
modernist fragmentation” (Nichols 14) and use them to deepen their interpretation of
cinematic language in fiction film. The eight fiction films included in this thesis
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illustrate the social impulse that Nichols denotes as inherent to the documentary genre
(20) as they explore Mexico’s recent past, while the one documentary (Quebranto),
suggests the constructed nature of all documentary materials. Though, with the
exception of Quebranto, they are categorized as fiction, they garner authority through
proving, in the words of Nichols, that
The “creative treatment of actuality” is authored, not recorded or
registered. Creative treatment turns fact to fiction in the root sense of the
Latin ficticio, to shape or fashion. The concept of making, or authorship,
moves us away from indexical documents of preexisting fact to the
semiotics of constructed meaning and the address of the authorial. (22)
The “fashioning” inherent in documentary demonstrates the potential and flexibility of
the categorization. The films addressed in this thesis prove the malleability of the
fiction-documentary boundary, as they contest traditional genre classifications. These
works establish Mexican cinema as a quality and complex field that, coupled with everevolving technology, will surely continue to produce works that intelligently address
the macro and micro issues of our world.
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